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VOL.,·63 NO. 8 
ExpulsiOn of campus vandals 
proposed by Student Senate 
By MARY BETH MOSER . raises· cost for the general student bncks thrown· fro~ sixth floor 
N ... ti.ti Writer body; · ·Kuhlman, a firebell and firehose 
Mandatory expulsion for campus whereas, allowing vandalism ripped. _down in Husman, and the 
vandalism was a proposal presented creates an unhealthy, sheltered en- flooding of a student's room with a 
by Jack Diamond,· Student Bo4y vironment that inhibits the growth watering hose causing hundreds of 
President, and unanimously passed of students'awareness of society as it dollars of damage. Diamond implied 
. by Student Senate at their functions; . thatthe Discipline Committee might · 
November T meeting. . . whereas, some forms of vandalism feel more at ease in dealing with 
This proposal is a recoinmenda- threaten the health and property of these vandalism cases knowing they 
tion to the University Discipline students; · had student support. 
Committee that any student who whereas; vandalism is committed The University Discipline Com-
commits an act of vandalism which by a few.individ)lals and does not mittee's members are: Mr. 
has damages exceeding $7S.OO, or is represent the students at Xavier Un- Blackwell, Chairman, Miss Dillon, 
physically harmful to any person,· iversity; Dr. Donnelly, Father Heim, Miss 
should be expelled from the Univer- It is . resolved that, . we, ·the McDermott, and four students: Tim 
sity. It further .states that the Dis- members of Student Senate, deem Flesher, Mike Haering, Beth Pryor, 
cipline Committee will get full sup- that all individlials that. are found and Ann Tye. The Committee makes 
port from the Senate on any decision guilty of vandalism that exceeds recommendations to RocJ Shearer, 
that the Committee makes concer~ $7S.OO or that threatens life, will be Vice-Preliic;lent of Student Develop-
ning vandalism; . expelled from this University. We ment. 
The proposal reads as follows: will stand behind the decisions of Diamond stressed . that this 
"Whereas, vandalism undermines this University's Discipline Com- proposal "comes from Student 
the effective representation of the mittee for all decisions." · Senate as a whole, not just from 
student body as "mature adults" and . Diamond feels this· proposal is myself," and he expres~ed hope that 
inhibits negotiations of Student· necessary because 0f ihe:numerous ·more support on current issues will" 
Government; acts of vandalism already com- be given by the student represen-
. whereas, __ ~andalisn:i; by a few, mhted'. Included among_ these are: tativesinthefu~ure.. _ PllotocourtMrotPubuctntormatlon .. 
Students turn .out for elections. Rev•r~dV~:,N•;··~·· • · 
. By MAR~ c:_~~DOSI - ·. " Asked if being a (reshman and ~ tions came as students showed their x av I er s Fr. N I e po rte """ a-• wrttw . . commuter ~nator woµld be a detn- overwhelming . preference (2~ 1) for · , · 






.·::··::•s:.··· ···a· w·: .. ca" y· at 68 .. 
polls and confusing billlotissues, commented that he felt he ~ould. be . campUi. -DiVY~on.-II:'JeveJ.was .the>'< _ " . . . .,: : . •· . · . . . . . .. 
students turned out in. unusually iu~ aiiet. to Se.nate due to this· ac-. ·most desired but the eventual deci· . · . . . . . · · · · · · · · ·· 
heavy ·numbers to vot~. in Student .. quaintance with many; of the Xavier -~~.ll t<;> _~i.!!_s!l!!~f~9tball .re.sts i~ the_ .BY KAREN KRAFT Nieporte was the administrator in 
Government electlon.s held, st"!dents, a result ~f has recent ca~- hands of th~ Xav1eradman1strat1on. . NtwlttlffWrlllr charge of university expansion. He 
Nove.mber 16, 17 and 21. ·. .paagn and :past hagh school affiha- . The parkang proposal generated The Rev. Victor Nieporte, S.J., supervised the construction of Alter 
Approximately 37 per cent of tion. Others elected to Senate in- less interest but brought about a vice-president for administration at Hallin 1960, Bellarmine Chapel in 
Xavier's undergrad population (744 elude freiihmen ~athy Falso, Lisa much closer race passing by a mere Xavier, died November 21, 1977, at 1962, the University Center in 196S, 
out of 2000) went to the polls to Wendel and sophomore Jeanne ten votes. . . Good Samaritan Hospital. He was Kuhlman Hall in 1967, McDonald 
choose among fifteen Student Sanker. : Statistically, ~he elections showed 68 years old. · Library iii 1~66, the Joseph Building 
Senate candidates, seven freshmen Freshmen, who had to choose a familiar pattern as freshmen and Nieporte's life was devoted to in 1968, Schott Residence Hall in 
executive slates, and decide two con- among seven separate presidential sophomores voted in much greater Xavier. He was Dean of the Evening 1970, the renovation of Hinkle Hall 
troversial ballot issues. All four in- slates, finally elected Michael Tighe numbers than theupperclassmen(41 College· from 194445, Dean of the .in 1973, and the O'Connor Sports 
cumbents (Joan Geanuracos, Dave andLauraEnnisastheirclassPresi- and4Spercentversus28and21per College of Arts and Sciences from Center in 1977. · 
Scaletta, Tim Grell and Annie dent and Vice~President after edg-· cent respectively). As usual, the 1945-48; Dean ·of the Evening Although not involved ·with 
Beutner) were re-elected but sur- ing out Chuck Mentrup and Teri - -dorm students were superior in College from 1948-53, and Director students at the classroom level, 
prisingly, the four newly elected Popken in a special run-off election number at the polls. Over SS per cent of Admissions· from I 9SO-S3. N ieporte touched the lives of many 
senators are freshman and/ or com· held November 21. · Students to ,_
1
• 3 In 1956~ Nieporte became Xavier's Xavier students as an admln'is'tra'tor . muters. __ . The biggest surprise of the elec- first executive vi~·president. He and friend. Speaking before an 
P h ·Colloqu·1u· m to featur• was acting president from alumni group in 191s. he said, syc · . ~ (September 1~70 to Ap~I 1971.. In "What a wond~rful thing it i~ to be 
. . . . I 1971 he was appomted · vice- . able to come m contact with the 'Th M h • · . H •t •an' president for administration. youngpeopletodayandleadthemto .. e BC· . 1ne as uman1 ar1 _Nie~orte was. mod~ra~or of the beotherChrists.Somet~meswe.e~en 
... , . ; -. ,. . . . .. . .. . - . .. . , . - . ·-- Xavier Alumm Assocaataon and had have to make ·the introduction 
. By CINDY BRIEDE talk Fnday as beangoffereda~ part of me!lt of the He1mhch Maneuver. been moderator of the Athletic between them and Christ." 
,.... ,..,, Writer . the psychology departme~t_ s Colo- This research also led to the forma- Board. He was also a member of the Contributions and remembrances 
Dr. Henry J. Heimlic~_ will speak. quiu~. _·Heimlich w!ll ~isc~ss "The tion of t~e. Institute of Engineering Board of Trustees, of which he was may be made to the Fr. Nieporte 
at Xavier, Friday, December. 2, at Ma~~~ne. as Humam~ra~n. . . ~nd Medaca!le. Secretary at the time of his death. Memorial Fund, Xavier University. 
1:30 p.m., in the Elet Hall He1mhchcamet0Cmcmnat1e1ght .The Institute was founded fQur · · · · -
Auditorium.. Heimlich is a noted years ago from Cornell University in years ago .. It consists of four scien-
thoracic surgeon and the inventor of New York to· a position as thoracic tists, among them are Heimlich and 
the Heimlich Maneuvedife-saving surgeon at Jewish· Hospital. His Neil Armstrong, professor of 
technique for choking victims. The research at Jewish led to the develo • aerospace engineering at U .C. The 
- . purpo~ of the Institute is to research 
, . ·fit~~~~~ 1:i:.!Ji~·'.>·· . . · , ... · . PhOIO br IUe ~~rrav 
Tw'o Xa~i,i•iiadenta demonalr•I• thi HelmH.ch m•neuver. . 
the use of engineering in relation to 
the solutions of medical problems . 
. At present the main goal of the In-
stitute is the development of an ar-
tificial lung. 
Heimlich became interested in the 
use of computers· to improve life 
through his associatio!l with the In-
stitute of Engineering and Medicine. 
In "The Machine as Humanitarian," 
Heimlich ·will describe how 
machines are no longer regarded as a 
threat, but rather as capable of ac-
ting as intruments of peace and of 
saving lives. According to Heimlich, 
decisions made by· machines are 
generally better than those made by 
humans because· ·the machines are 
unbiased. 
In ·his talk Friday, Heimlich plans 
to· explain the capabilities of 
machines for improving lives from 
both .a material and a human point 
~f view. · 
Christ.mas plans expand 
Kidday· sl·ated for Dec. 9 
By MICHELLE TOCORZIC . 
NewlltaffWrlllr 
Xavier's traditional Christmas 
project, Kidday, will take place 
on Friday, December 9, this year. 
Although it is still in the planning 
stages, Winterwonderland, crafts, 
a puppet show, and "Robbie the 
Robot" have been proposed thus 
far. 
. Kidday is a day when children 
from neighborhood schools are 
brought to XU and "adopted" by 
the students. Various activities 
fo~ the children are c~nducted, 
refleeting the. spirit of Christmas. 
This year, the Christmas spirit 
at Xavier will expand Kidday to a 
week, of programs oriented both 
to the Cincinnati · and Xavier 
· communities. The week will run. 
from Thursday, December 8, io 
Thursday, December IS. The 
week has not l.>een finalized yet, 
but' the emphasi~ of the week i~ on 
a wide celebration of Christmas. 
Involvement in the week by all 
groups, students, faculty and 
staff is urged. Activities ranging 
from a Liturgy and Christmas 
caroling at rest homes to basket-
ball games and "Mistletoe Night" 
·are being considered. The Social 
Committee of Student. Govern-
ment is handling much of the pro-
gramming, . but ANYONE is 
more than welcome to help for 
the week. Further details will 
·come later: 
By SUE GERMANN 
Griffitt lclltor 
The Xavier Marathon Volleyball Game will be held in the Armory 
this weekend, December 2-4. Play begins at 2:00 Friday afternoon and 
. continues around the clock until 2:00 Sunday afternoon~ 
The beneficiary of this event is the Urban Appalachian Council 
which is headed by Mike Maloney, a--Xavier grad. Mr. Maloney 
operates a house which serves as a community center in the Over-the-
Rhine area. · 
:_Men and women are needed to be players and may sign up at.the in-
formation desk. ·Sign-ups are in 2-hour shifts, so you can play as few as· 
two hours or maybe try to go theentire48. lfyoucan'tplaywhy not be 
a sponsor? You can pledge as much as you want. Spectators are 
welcome, too, so stop in and cheer on your favorite side. For more in-
formation call Dave Rohaley at 745-3772. 1 • 
1 
.• • • • • I 
There's a,iother mini-coneert, this time given by the Stage Band, at 
1:30 on December 14. It's in the theatre. 
••••• 
If you're looking for different gift !deas try the &ales desk at the Taft 
Museum. Besides a wide selection of art reporductions there are 
Christmas cards, note paper, T-shirts, belt buckles; planters, needle-
work, and posters.· · 
The Taft Museum is open from 10 to S Monday through Saturday 
and from 2 to S on Sundays and holidays. There is free parking behind 
the Museum. For more information, call 241-0343 . . . . . •. 
The Carriage House Art Gallery will be open every Sunday from 2-.S 
p.m. The· Carriage House is on the Marion Hall grounds and features 
85 paintings of world masters as well as Cincinnati artists. · 
••••• 
Grailville, the women's community and educational center. in 
Loveland, Ohio, will offer a two day Centering Retreat for women 
December 2-4. For further information phone Marian Ronan at 683-
2340. 
• • • • • 
The Fourth Annual Datsun Student Writing Contest is open to all · 
college students with an interest in travel. To enter, write a 2500 word 
essay· dealing with travel in the United States. Use any style to write 
about any kind of travel. Mail your entry to: Datsun Student Writing 
Contest, c/ o 13-30 Corporation, 505 Market Street, Knoxville, TN, 
3 7902, attn: Gail Burges. The deadline is December IS and winners will · 
be notified by March. First prize is SI 000, plus publication in . 
.. America - The Datsun Student Travel Guide." There· are four other 
Format change .at WVXO: 
big· band· sounds· added 
By JERRY SULLIVAN 
..... llatf Wltllr 
Due to a desire to improve on an 
already established listener range as 
far as Lexington, Louisville, Colum-
bu.s and Indianapolis, WVXU-FM, 
Xavier's student operated radio sta-
tion, is changing its format. 
Already offering a variety of alter-
.f native programming, the new format 
has expanded to include jazz and big 
band music, making it the only 
stereo jazz station in. the area. 
When more underwriting is ob- · 
tained from local merchants, the sta-
tion plans to include Radio · nme 
1 
Tunnel· which will feature old time 
radio broadcasts such as 711e I.one 
Ranger, 711e Shadow, and Fibber 
McGee and Molly on a nightly basis. 
Being a non-commercial station, 
WVXU has no ratings, and as such, 
the success of the format is indicated 
by letters written to the station. In 
the past, letters· have come from as 
(ar away as Lexington and 
Bloomington. 
People are encouraged to write 
WVXU, by sending letters to: 
WVXU, Xavier University, Cincin-
nati, Ohi~ 45207. 
The new format is as follows: 
Sun.· N oon-4 pm-Progressive 
Rock· 
4-7 pm-Jazz 
7-8 pm-711e Story. of Jazz 
with ·Charlie: Carey 
8-11 pm-Progressive Rock 
11-11:30 pm-Mixed 
Metaphors wit.h Tim Riordin 
M-F Midnight-5 am-Progressive 
Rock 
S-6.am-Jazz 
6-9 am-.. Daybreak," Cincin-
nati's only morning talk, news, 
weather, and sports program· 
supplemented with Big Band 
Music. 
9 am-noon-Classical Music, 
local public affairs program-
ming 
noon-4 pm-:-Oldies from 
19SS-191S 




Sat. Midnight-I I am-Progres-
sive Rock 
11-noon~Sports Feature 
Noon-7:30 pm-Big Bands 





· Photo by Ann• Abele 
Merk Durb!n, Yf'XU Sport• Director . . . . . 
BiShQp Mussio to receive award 
3, the feast of.St .. Francis Xavier .. cash prizes, too. · .h, ;< '· ·. 
·• ••• -~ :l - ·:~. ._{:_ ... ;·,,',:1: 
. By.·~~.~,:p>~~li~~\':~ .> ~;-· ·:~. ca~eteri~; Bis~op John King MusSi~, 
.·, .: •.. , .- · .. -.,_~ ·~;: _, t: .... :·::, .:.•:.'_this years rec1p1ent ofthe St.·Franc1s 
Sunday, De4:ember 4, 1977 mac:ks . Xavier medal, will be. principal 
Bishop Mussio, a native Cincinria-
tian and graduate of Xavier Univer-
sity, continued his education. at 
Notre Dame University, ttie_Conser-
vatory of Music at the University of · 
Cincinnati, and Angelicum Univer-
sity in Rome, where he received ·a 
doctor of canon law degree. As first 
Bishop of Steubenville; he establish-
ed a diocesan seminary, a weekly 
newspaper, a social sef\'.ice center 
and a diocesan college. 
The Pied Piper will present a coffee house Saturday, December 3, 9 
p.m. to I a.m. Features include Xavier's own Ryan and Jester, Elaine . 
Furlong of the Queen City Balladeers, who performed in Eden Park 
this past summer and a very special third act to be announced. 
••••• 
The Theology Department will offer a workshop on "Careers and 
Ministries in the Church" on Saturday, Dec .. 3, 8:30 a.m. to4 p.m. in 
the Terrace room, University Center. Lunch will be served and a fee 












Dance Lessons S:J0-7 p.m. 
Games Night _ 8:00 p.m. 
O'Brien Debate 8:00 p.m. 
"Energy Crisis - Manufactured Myth" 
Psychology Dept. Colloquium 1:30 p.m .• 
· Henry J. Heimlich, M.D. 
"Machineasa Humanitarian" 
Volleyball Marathon begins 2:00 p.m. 
Coffeehouse 
Wrestling XU vs. UC 
9-1 a.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
Universal Communion Sunday 10 a.m. 
Volleyball Marathon ends · 2:00 p.m. 






XU vs. Thomas More 
Dance Lessons 
KIDDAY 
One Act Plays 




























re11ect the op moon of a majority of the Editorial Board 
and do not necessarily repr•sent the opinion of the stu-
dent body, faculty, or adminimation of Xavier Univer-
sity. · 
The Ne•,. is published weekly during the school year 
except durins vacation and examination periods by 
Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. S.ubscrip· 
tions are SS.00 per year. The Newa was entered as se-
. The Xa>ler New1 is the official student newspaper of cond class matter October4, llMti, at the Post Office of 
Xavier Univeraity.Thearticles, pic111res. and format are Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
the rc.s~onsibility of the edit..- ' do not repment Letters submitted.to the Ne•u for publicalion must 
lhc dc'.·•s oi the 'admini.. · anU student carry stanature and addreu of writer. Editors re1Cl'YC 
·'"'"' ,.· \01 ;.-- 11.:1 .. ·· .,J: All editorials the ri!lht • ···~ . .,.. orrejcctany.leller andlimit fre-
l.at!l'!:'\l'.~.":'WE--.,,,,,,, .... ~.;,.. ..·------· ;.·~·1·.~c,;-,.:.~,;.z.. •. 
Paa• 2 
the 25th annllaLobservance of Uri- · celebrant of the Mass. He will be 
· ivenial Communion ·Sunday a( joined by Rev. Robert .Mulligan, 
.Xav~er University,: On this day,_ · S.J., president of Xavier University, 
friends of Xavier~ ·throughout the and Rev. James McCummiskey, 
world are asked, in the words of pastor of St. Xavier church in Cin-
chairinari William B. Anneken;· ~·To cinnati and principal speaker at the 
offer their Mass and Communion to brunch. . · · · .• . · 
.strenghttle~ 'the, spiritual bonds by The SL Francis Xavier medal 
which they are united.'' Alumni, award was established.in 1954. It is 
friends of Xavier and their families, ·.awarded to outstanding men of our 
as well as all students, are invited to time who have demonstrated in 
Xavier's campus for a homecoming, 
or, if this is impossible, to gather in. 
local chapter groups. 
The campus observance begins at 
10 a.m. with Mass in Bellarmine 
chapel, followed by brunch in the 
today's world the qualities of heart 
and mind that distinguished St. 
Francis Xavier. It is traditionally 
presented on Universal Communion 
Sunday, which is always cele\\rated 
on the Sunday closest to December 
A puppet show will be provided 
for children during the speaking 
program. About 600 alumni and 
their families are expected to attend. 
Reservations can be made through 
the alumni office, 745-3337. 
New course stresses w.riting 
The autobiographical writings of 
such famous people as Malcom X, 
Anne Frank, Karl Jung and St. 
Augustine will be some .of ·the 
featured reading for a new course to 
be offered at Xavier during the 
spring semester. "Autobiography 
and Discovery" will be taught by Fr. 
GeorgeTraub, and the credit can be 
applied to either the English or the 
Theology departments. 
The first part of the course will 
deal with reading and discussing 
some autobiographical works, as 
· well as some theoreticai material, 
works by Dulles and Niebuhr, for new and . experimental. No one 
example, to help focus the reading should take it expecting a ready-
a nd · writing of autobiography. made program from the teacher: it 
Several I - 2 page reports will be re- will demand initiative and 
quired during this part of the course. perseverance. There will be no tests, 
Later in the course the student will the final grade will be based largely 
decide upon a major project for the on the major writing project. ·· 
remainder of the course: either a One of the reasons for offering the 
narrative of self, or. a study of course, Traub feels, is that there are 
someone .else's autobiography. ~ot enough upper-division English 
Reading . assignments will stop,. courses that go beyond basic writing 
classes will often be dropped, and the· skills. To meet this deman(I, Traub is 
studenfwill meet individually with · offering "Autobiography and Dis-
the instructor. · covery," and Mr. Bolton is offering a 
Traub stresses. that this course is course in cr~ative writing. 
... ''TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS" 
Seasonal and year-roun_d clubs; good playing and teaching background. 
Call (301) 654-3770,cor send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures to: . · 
Col: R.'.R .. de, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Avenue 
Suite 1011, Chevy Cha1e, MD 20015. ' 
4uent writers. 
Main offices, first Ooor, University Center Building. 
New•-edilorial telephone: (SIJ) 74S·356L Advertising 
telephone: (513) 745·3431. 
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The Sile11cing of McNeil/: A News Analysis 
. . 
By ROCCINA STELLAT ANO "In regard to.this second category He appeared at Xavier on November without believing · or advocating itiaHy granted the imprimi pote.u, 
MIMtlnt ldltof of subjects, some people conclude S, 1976. In a review of his talk, them? Sr. Ruth Graf, RSM, assis- . felt that if had led some to have' false 
Rev. John J. Mc Neill, S.J ., author · that their tendei,cy is so natural that (:ta vier News, November 11, 1976), tant professor of Theology, concurred expectations that the Church would 
of The Church and the Homosex- it justifies in their case homosexual the reporter stated·: "McNeill with this idea, adding, "There's a relax its opposition to homosexual 
ual, ·has been ordered·. by the relations within a sincere conimu- emphasized that the Church's deci- ·difference between the intellectual acts. However, McNeill outlined 
Vatican's Sacred Congregation for · nion of life and. love analogous to sion on human se~uality is not ar- reasons for· and against a. position the meaning of the imprimi po test 
the Doetrine of Faith to keep silent marriage, in so far as such homosex- bitrary... McNeill asserts that this and saying that everyone should go for his readers in the preface to his 
·on the subject of homosexuality. uals feel incapable of enduring a statement (Declaration on Certain out and try it." · book: " ... First, the authorities that 
The Vatican office also directed that ·solitary life. Questions Concerning Sexual Graf, however, believed the grant the permission in no way com-
the imprimi potest which grants the · "Iii · the pastoral field, these Ethics) is open to reform in light of Church may have a legitimate basis mit themselves as agreeing or dis-
Church's permission for publication 'homosexuals must certainly be empirical studies, new evidence and for saying McNeill is practicit;'g ad- agreeing with the content of the 
·of a book; be removed from future treated with understanding .and extensive Scriptural investigation. vocacy theology. In an interview book. Rather, all that is implied is 
editions of McNeilrs book. The. sustained in the hope of overcoming McNeill concludes that there is 'no with Dean Gengle (Advocate, that authorities have assured that the 
Church and the Homosexual was .. their personal difficulties and their definitive moral out of the past."' I0/26/76), McNeill stated: "There is book is a prudent work that meets 
published in 1976. . inabiliiy to fit into society. Their It is significant . to note that ail image or a model, which has in it the standards of scholarship for 
The order to silence was -handed ·culpability· will be judged with · McNeill's book filtered tbrough all the qualities that we ascribe to the publication of a book on a con-
down by the prefeet of the Sacred . prudence. - But no pastoral method about four years of .hierarchical homosexual, and that's Jesus Christ. troversial moraltopic. Secondly, th~ 
Congregation, . Cardinal Franjo can be employed which would give scrutiny before his final manuscript I'm not saying that Jesus was a "permission to publish~· in no way 
Seper, through ·the Jesuit Superior . moral justification to these acts on was published under imprimi homosexual, mind you.· rm saying implies that the conclusions stated in 
General, Rev. Pedro Arrupe, S.J. · the grounds that they would be con- protest. However, it is probable that that Jesus was a full human being. this book are accepted by the 
McNeill was informed of the sonant with the condition of such theabove,andotherstatementscon- I'd like to make the point that my CatholicChurchaspartofitsofficiai 
. Vatican's directive by his Jesuit people. For .according to the objec- trary to · official Church teaching ideal type could be either hetero~ex- teaching; only the Pope and the 
superior, Rev. Eamon J; Taylor,· tive- moral· order, homosexual have led to the silencing. ual or homosexual, as long as one's Bishops have the authority to teach 
·relations are acts which Jack an es- McNeill is accused of "advocacy" sexuality doesn't prevent one from 
"Their (homosexuals') culpabili-' 5ential and indispensable finality. In theology - arguing in favor of an developing the fullness of what it "We are learning that 'the Black 
ty will be judged with prudence. Sacred Scripture they are condemn- alternative teaching rather than means to be human. 'that's what I problem' is basically the problem 
But no pastoral method can be · ed a:s a serious depravity and even simply presenting an alternative believe · lies in the future, the of white racism, and that 'the 
employed which would give . presented as the sad consequence of· along with the official position. In possibility for everyone to live full woman problem' is basically the 
moral justification .to these acts rejecting God. This judgment of the preface to his .book, McNeill human lives, independent of what problem of male sexism . : . We 
on the grounds:ihat they would ··.Scripture does not of course permit stated: "Father General (Arrupe) their sexual orientation is, not might well wonder whether or 
be consonant with the condition ·• us to conclude that all those who suf- also requested, among other things, trapped into a narrow role. That's not 'the homose_xual problem' 
of such people ... Homosexual ·fer from this anomaly are personally that I make clear where my what l mean by Jesus as an ideal, . could be rooted in a homophobia 
t . . . l'' d' _, d responsibleforit,butitdoesattestto manuscript differs from the he was a full human being ... " fr.equently experienced by· 
ac s are mtrinsrr:a 'Y isoruere the fact that homosexual acts are in- traditfonal teaching of. the Church. " G I h Id t fi I th t 
and . b . . d ,, ... ay peop es ou no ee a heterosexuals ... can m no case e approve · trinsically disordered and can in no After some negotiations with Father their sexuality is in conflict with the -------------
§.]~, ot the New Yor' Province of. casebeapproved."(Declarationson Eamon Taylor, S.J., the New York deepest spiritual values of Western officiallyinthenameoftheChurch." 
. Jesuits on August 26, 1977. . · . Certain Questions Concerning Sex- Provincial, I made the additions and Judeo-Christian religion, but on the Delegates of the Dignity conven-
McNeill obeyed the order ·to ua/ Ethics, Ja-,,. 15, 1976) · corrections suggested ... Consequent- contrary, that they have a privileged tion which Mc Neill was to address. 
silence and cancelled a talk he plan~ questioned the Catholic hierarchy's 
ned to ·give ·at t~e September 2-S political motives in removing the im-
national convention of Dignity, an . primi potest from McNeill's book: 
· organiiation for Catholic homosex-. · "Since the officiallmprimi Pote st ('it 
uals._Thc New York Timesrepol'ted can be published') was granted to 
that McNeill; in a letter announcing. McNeill's book only after exhaustive 
his withdrawal from the convention; examination by theologians ap· 
told me~bers of Dignity the Vatican pointed by church authority, it is dif-
. direCtive .. does not in any way de- ficult for us to see the withdrawal of 
niand retraction or repudiation of this permission from future editions 
my ideas or judgments in the book.'?· of the book as anything but the result 
McNeill hoped that his silence would . · of political pressure exerted by 
. bC .. eloquent" as it would "symbolize - . church officials alarmed over the 
· the defenseles~ sil~nce · i9cuiTed - · book's wide impact. We view such 
through the centuries and even today · · pressures as the result of fear, which 
by ·hundreds of thousands of.gay ·contradicts that trusting faith by 
Catholies." · · · · · which the veople of God live." 
. In an· attempt to gain some. Dr. Paul · Knitter, associate 
theological insight into ·the professor ofTheology, feels thatthe 
Magisterium's flexing. of its Magisterium runs the risk of reduc· · 
authoritative musC:le, the News inter- · ing its people to a state of .. infantile 
viewed _members of Xavier's morality." He sees a danger that the 
Theology an.d Philosophy . Churchmightendup" .. ,keepingthe 
Departments and examined publish:- . · Catholics of the pews in intellectual . 
ed responses to the silencing. . hothouses and preventing them from 
The justification for the silencing doing their own thinking." · 
was based on the Sacred Con- Dignity also responded to the , 
gregation's assertions that: I) . · · NNltlle"pl!Olo Magisterium's charge that McNeill 
McNeill presents a position that is .. ·Rev. John J. McNelll, S.J., author of The Cliun:h and Iii• H.omoee•ual, In his talk al Xavier November .s. 1977 was raising "false hopes" on the part 
contradictory to traditional church It is the final paragraph of this sec- ly, the conclusions arrived at in this position at this point in time in rela- of the homosexual community: "We 
teaching on homosexuality. 2) He is . tion of the document that concerned book are my personal opinions and tion to that tradition.'' McNeill con- repudiate the charge that John 
guilty. of .. advocacy" theology, i.e., . McNeill in his treatment of the issue their only authority is the value of tinued. "They, perhaps, are freer to McNeill has fostered unrealistic 
McNeill is arguing in favor· of an·· of homosexaiality. The primary ob- the reasoning and evidence that I can express the genuine values of that hopes of imminent change in the of-
-alternative teaching. rather ·than jective of his _bo.ok was to shed new bring to support them and the con- whole tradition than µiany others. ficial church teaching on homosex-
simply presenting an alternative · lighton the guidance and counseling firmation they find in the reader's ex- Freer, perhaps, than their heterosex- i.tality. He ·has repeatedly drawn 
along with the official position; 3) of the homosexual on the pastoral perience and observations." ual sisters and brothers. So rather attention to differences between of-
He has become involved in a massive· level from the standpoint of Scrip- Apparently, 'McNeill _took the than run away from it, claim it!" ficial church teaching and his own 
promotion of his position rather . tural teaching and cultural history. necessary precautions to eliminate One should concede that there is a views, stating that these can have no 
than simply presenting his. . It is evidentthe Sacred Congrega- any possible confusion of his and the legitimate basis for the Church's , greater weight than the reasons he 
arguments for scholarly diseussion· tion has left itself open to c:riticism. Church's positions· among the concern with McNeill's position in has advaneed for them ... " 
as the imprimi potest was meant -to · They ·feel that McNeill presents a readership. It seems Mc Neill is not the context of the above statements. The Church's silencing of John 
·allow. Consequently, McNeill has·· .p0sition coptrary to traditional guilty of advocacy theology as it is He seems to be implying a condition Mc Neill is based on clouded_-
raised "false hopes" in the homosex- · . Church teacriing, yet they did not de- defir.td above. of"superiority" in the homosexual. motives. One possiblity as ~xpressed 
ual community that the· church mand retraction .or repudiation of The faculty members interviewed Most would• agree that such by James B. Nelson, professor of 
would ever change its teaching on any of his ideas or judgments· in his statements taken apart from his Christian Ethics, (Christianity and 
homosexuality. · · book. Aren't these same ideas and "rd like to make the point that book would merit a muzzle. Crisis 4/4/77)'is that 'the homosex-, 
Beforeexaminingtheimplications. judgments· the basis of McNeill's my ideal type cou~d /Je either · McNei.ll's_ primary concern, ual problem' is more truly a 
of these assertions, it is necessary tn "contradictory" position? Jn effect, ·heterosexual or homosexual, as · however, is not to "advocate" a heterosexual one ... We are learning 
state the official teaching· of the the man has been silenced while his long as one's sexuality doesn't change from heterose~uality to that 'the Black problem' is basically 
Church concerning. homosexuality: contrary position continues to speak prevent one from developing the homosexuality, but to elucidate the the problem of white racism and that 
"At the present time there are those Jor itself. : What·, has been ac- fullness of what it m"eans. to be·· oppressed good in .the naiure of the 'the woman problem' is basically the . 
who, ba1ing themselves. on· obser· . · complished? . , · human." · · homosexual. This .. good"· found i~ problem of male sexism. So, also, we . 
vations in the psychological order; · In . the preface .to his book, all of human nature, deniands a might. well wonder whether or not 
have beguntojudgeindulgently,and :. McNeill 1tated.thathehad informed by -the News seemed· to find the change in attitude, not sexual orien- . 'the homosexual problem' could bC 
. ev.en . to excuse .. · completeJY, --his superiors how he would respond Church's charie of advocacy tation. - . . ~ooted in a homophobia frequently 
homosexual relatiQns between•cer·.-: to the.- Declaration and was· still theologydubiousat best: Rev. Terry Lastly, the Sacred,CongresatiOn experienced · by h"eterosex-
. tain people. This they do in opposi-· granted permission to publish by his Charlton, S.J., insturctor ·of asserted that Mc Neill has become in- uals ... because we so frequently judge 
tion to the constant teaching of the provincial, Rev. Eamon J. Taylor, Theology, felt that ·Mc Neill: " ... ad- volved in a massive promotion of his others by our own standards, those 
Magisterium and to the moral.sense. S,J; The impac~ of Vatical 11 has led voeated a change in the 'attitude of position rather than simply presen- who obviously deviate from them 
of the Christian people. · · . to the presentation ofalternatives to the Church's ethical position." Rev. ting his arguments for scholarly dis- appear to be seriously deviant." 
.. A distinction. is drawn, and it traditional Church teachings as well ·Leo Klein, S.J., Chairman of the cussion as the imprimi protes.1 was • 
seems with some reason, between as open dialogue,"debate and reflec- Theology Departmeni, said the meant to allow. He has aroused 
homosexualswhosetendencycomes ·'lion .on such positions. It-appears silencingseemedtobebasedon" ... a "false hopes" on the part of the 
from a false education, from .a lack · . that McNeill l,lnd his Jesuit superiors · feeling (by some) that Mc Neill was homosexual . community that the 
ofnormalsexualdevelopment~from agreed in early· 1976 that points not only setting forth a theological . Churchwouldchangeitsteachingon 
habit. from· bad, example,· or from · made .. in ·The Church_ and the position, but ,advocating with too homosexuality. · 
other similar causes, and is tran- 'Homo.fexual_ belonged· in, the much vigor the adoption of that Implicit in the removal of the im-
sitory or at least not incurable; and scholarly sphere of Catholic discus- position." · primi potest from future editions of 
homosexuals· who . are definitively sion. . · The difficulty of divorcing a per- The Church and the Homosexual, is 
such because of some kind of innate . Consequently, · McNeiU spoke son from his or her position was a the Magisterium's concern that it 
instinct or a pathological constitu- pu~li~ly ~n. the is~ue o~ h~mosex- point common to the diverse had connoted Church approval of 
tionjudged to be incurable. uahty as 1t 1~ exarrune~ m his book. opinions. How can one profess ideas McNeill's position. Taylor, who in-
ThufllllY, Dectllllllr 1, 1117 
Students 
from page 1 
(438) of dorm student_s voted 
representing 59 per cent of the total . 
vote cast. Commuters showed poor-
. ly at the polls with only 24 per cent 
(300) voting. 
All elected candidates will take of~ 
fa;e today, December I. 
p ... 3. 
Performance. goo·d 
despite difficulties· 
By JULIE HELMES 
Hewe Sl8tt WrHv 
The Xavier Plavers' inter-
pretation of Arthur -Miller's The 
Crucible proved to be a successful 
presentation despite some dif-
ficulties. · 
The plot revolves around the fall 
of the Puritan theocracy iri Salem in 
1692, and of the witch hunt mania 
which was a last attempt to keep it 
alive. The people of Salem work 
themselves into a frenzy seeking out 
those propagators of witch craft and 
devil worshipping. 
The set is simple, sparse and en-
tirely natural. Very few pieces offur-
niturc.are used on stage in order to 
reflect ·the Puritan ideals of simplici-
. ty and cleanliness without the use of 
decoration or elaboration. 
Norah Cusick was outstanding in 
her portrayal of Abigail Williams. 
Cusick did a good job of showing the 
evil and cunning of a girl determined 
to obtain exactly what she wants (for 
example, John Procter as her hus-
band) regardless of the other people 
involved. Joe Mock showed a clear 
and insightful understanding of his 
character, John Procter, a sturdy 
man of integrity who is willing to 
fight for his beliefs. Ho\\'CVCr, 
Procter is flawed by his previous 
in\•olvement with Abigail. Cusick 
and Mock were ob\'iously the 
leaders in this play. 
Jim Barton was not entirely effcc-
ti\-'C as Reverend Samuel Parris 
because he did not su!Xttd in bring-
ing the character to life. Parris fell 
weakly into the background of the 
play while in reality he should have 
been somewhat more important. 
Julie Cunningham gave an adequate 
performance as Ann Putnam, the 
pessimistic. superstitious -woman 
who had lost several babies in child-
birth, yet the constant \\'RINGING 
of her hands was overdone and an-
noying. 
It was refreshing to see some other 
people having the lead roles: Many 
of the faces were new to me and I en-
joyed the change. Mary Allen as 
Mary Warren and Timothy Rvan as 
Reverend John Hale were- ex~llent 
choices; they pla~-cd their roles with 
a great deal of sensitivity. 
The role of Giles Core\' was 
characterized beautifull\' bv Dennis 
Whetsel whose voi~e and 
movements were indicative of the 
old man and his personality. 
Terrence-Mciver was a good choice 
for the role of -Deputy Governor 
Danforth although he needed to 
tone down the intensity of his 
character's anger a bit. 
play review 
Diann Lauderdale who played the 
role of the superstitious Tituba 
talked too fast and loud to be under- . 
stood. There was a great deal of emo-
tion in her voice but all of her lines 
were garbled by the rapidity with 
which she spoke. Sue le\'Crone was a 
disappointing Eliz.abeth Procte_r as 
she failed to adequately convey the 
inner strength and greatness of her 
charactec. ·· 
Despite the difficulties that I ha\'C 
mentioned, however, the players 
banded together and put on a good 
performance. Man)' of th~ minor 
characters helped to keep the play 
functioning as a whole and most of 
them exhibited a certain degree of 
acting talent. The Crucible Wasn't the 
best production . rve seen from the . 
X. U. players but it was a sufficient · 
one nonetheless and credit should be 
given to those who put their time 
. into it . 
Casi members of The Cruclbl• portr•y citizens of Salem Involved 1!1 lhe witch hunts of 1692. 
Barker appraises new releases: 
Denver and Babys choice cuts 
a,- GREG BARKER cism to short people (and why they hope these two will be satisfied with 
..._ ...., • ...., don't deserve to live.) Basically sim- the more lucrative prospects of 
This intrepid reporter has decided pie piano tunes, he smothers them on merchandising the Giimo. • 
to expand hi·s musical horizon, doing orchestral arrangements. The plus KANSAS Point of Know Return 
record reviews in addition to all here is backing vocals in several cuts (Kirshner) - Hard rock at its best, 
those great concert previews of mine by the Eagles.•• though there are. a few futile 
you've been reading (at least I hope JOHN DENVER I Want to Live attempts at a softer sound. The title 
you have, if you haven't, you don't (RCA) -John Denver continues to track displays the feeling Steve 
know what you've been lnissing.) do what he docs best ~ ·singing Walsh is able to get across as lead 
Thcgradingsystemiscasy:.POOR•, about love, beauty, nature and all vocalist,aswellasthedy"amicabili-
F Al R ••, GOOD••• and EX- the other good things in life. Though ty of Robbie Steinhardt on violirr, 
CELLENT*•••, so let's get on with his wholesomeness is sometimes both combining to give Kansas their 
it and see what the record industry is enough to· make. one· nauseous, his distinctive sound.•• -
tr)'ing to put over on us. songs are also somewhat refreshing E.L.P. Works Volume2(Atlantic) 
RANDY NEWMAN Little in this •r·and age.-His consistent -In theirneverending quesi to put 
Criminals (Warner Bros.) - New~ high q~li~y ofvocals and a .. clean" the strangest assortment of music on 
man albums arc rare, this bCing the sound ma.!c~.s this release a must for one album, ELP gets another A for 
first in nearly three years. Most of Denverf~ns.-••• ·- ·. -- . effort (but that's about all:} This 
them receive high ·critical acclaim, RIC~:~E~SON/nlakes(Epic)~ record has everything from·Grcg 
but sell pretty dismally - and this _ A pleasa".':t record.; and while s~meof · Lake singing about Father· Christ-
one promises to be no exception: the songs fall short; most Of the mas to Keith Emerson doing an in-
When it comes to Newman's subtly album's material . has a quiet, teresting ·arrangement· of · Scott 
outrageous humor, nothing ··is.· restrained appeal. .lt~.strength lies in Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag" wiih the 
sacred. This LP Jiokes fun at the slower, more . introspective· London Philharmonic· Orchestra. 
everything from cops and Catholi- numbetrs - including a nice remake Cart Palmer is disapp0iniing; mainly 
.. ------~-----------------------··._· -------·--. o(. Brenton-W()~'s. h.it ~G.imme·Jl due to the fact that his· efforts arc 
.~c~·-<nan 11·· -h-\··-u_ •'11%,· .. , .. ··_.~.·111i·,:r~~~4ri~::: r!i~~~ri§~ 
. ~ (Chrysalis) -'-·Rock 'n roll in the on "Watching Over You."'Though· 
tradition of England's finest. Their ardent ELP followers will like this 
ability to· play hard rockers and up- one, newcomers to the group should 
938 Hatch Mt. Adams 
621-3666 . 
beat ballads with equal success keeps be wary.•• 
one anticipating the next song, and ROBIN TROWER· In City 
maeks this LP a wonderful listening Dreams (Chrysalis)- Trower's style 
experience. Though only their se- seems to have definitely mellowed, 
cond .album, '.'Brok~n Heart" is perhaps due to old age or a useless 
melodic and lyncal evidence that the attempt to kick his haunting Hen-
Ba bys have reached musical drix label. The songs here are more 
maturity.••• in the rhythm and blues vein, as in (t~4g~m,(9&u,~ 
In appreciation of 10 years of X~U. business 
The Pub announces the return of Happy Hour 
Every Friday from 3 till 8:30. -
As an additional special every Tuesday night 
Our Draft beer will be sold at 1967 prices 
Mt. Adams easily accessible via 1-71 or 
traight down the Parkway and.through Eden Par 
~';, ~ ~· ~ 'X.61L ~ a ~"ti ~.Mn.cer 1967 · . · 
LOL CREME and KEVIN "Sweet Wine of Love" and the Bob-
GODLEY Consequences (Mercury) by "Blue" Bland classic .. Farthur Up 
- These· two former members. of the Road." Though never leaving his 
!~cc would have don~ better sta~mg moody blue feelings behind, there is 
with that gro~p. w.astmg a lot of time also some spacey material co-written 
and money m this venture. It was with vocalist James Dewar.•• 
close toa year in the making and cost L YNYRD SKYNYRD Street 
$400,000 to produce (it retails for Survivors (MCA) -. This is the 
aroun~ $20.) The result is ~ biza~re group's sixth album and was releas-
collectton of songs (mam~y 1~- ed tl\ree days prior to the fatal plane 
strumentals) that have two thmgs m crash. Though it has dramatically 
common; no~e are an~ good, and all. risen in sales, this is probably due 
fe~ture a U!llqUe device c.alle.d the mo.re to the morbid publicity rather 
G1zmo. It .enables a guitarist to than the record's merits. It offers the 
reproduce virtually the whole range usual Lynyrd Skynyrd fare in dis-
of soun~s of a symphony orchestra tinctive down home southern rock 
at th~ flick. o~ a switch. Though in- style. One song is indeed haunting, a 
~ere~tmg,_ It 1s hardly en{l~gh •to· Van Zant composition (Called "That 
JUSU~y this three a~b4m set. 1 he LP Smell"} \hat deals with death in an 
has httle comme~11u\) appei1l, so let's automoblle ;iccident. •• . 
The Babys release second album "Broken Heart ... 
Paoit4 ·-·..:·-·-.-.... , ... r .. -.•..>.1 ... ~ .... ·, ....... ,, 
'· 
Nl.CJliere's.·lma9iir"fJrYlnvalid 
al!ve atJd we/! at Piaf house 
By JULIE HELMES · style of C:oininedi& Dell' Arte) whiCh There was very little furniture on 
· · ,.... l1111t •• . · · · . "Was a constant source ofhumor'as he stage at any time; only· what was· 
Playhouse in thePark's presenta:.· . crossCd his eyes to lee around it. His . barely necessary was used. The en-
·tion of Moli~re's/mpginary ln~alid .father.(Si~ney,\rmus)wasconstant~. france was not'a door, but a cloth 
was a. lively and enjoyable produc- .. Jy hitting or reprimanding his. son . depicting a door; curtains and a tiled 
tion. The acting was superb and the .· when he thought 00· one was look- fl · · · · · char.acter.izati'ons creativdy . .. .. . . oor. 
"'•~'-~.·. . . ' .... , mastered. . . . · · mg. Armus and Sparks were a great 
· combination and perhaps two of the · Playhouse in the Park's inter- J "·' i'\f~·'':!ijii•-
. pretation of The lmagilulry Invalid . . . . .. • ....0. ~ m. ....._ The· main .plot is easy' to follow. 
Argan, an older man who lives under 
. the illusion that he is desperately ill, 
arranges ·to give his daughter 
Angdlique in marriage to Thomas 
Diafoirus, the son of a doctor (and· 
so.on to be a doctor himself) in order 
to insure himself free and accessible 
medical service. Angtliqu~. 
most entertaining. · 
Mralde (paniel Sid Benmli); 
Argan's brqther, was subtly convin-
cing and did a nice interpretation of 
the brother, a self-assurtd man who 
sees no need for modem medicine. 
is one ·hwich does not drag · and Wllllllm Rudd and X•'fler 1luden~ dl1CU11 P1lnllnp .. the Carriage HouM. 
. retains it spark throughout. Anyone ft • t • . . . · h • J. •t 
in. the.mood ... for simple •. farci~I ·.-Bin 1ngs on. ex lul 
entertamment would enjoy this . · 
pro.chiction. It's merelyaneveningof By ROB HELVATY - · ht h t Xa · "h dd. ed 
The set worked nicely with the 
staging in the play and afforded the 
opportunity for much movement. 
f d I · Th l . ng ere a vier, e a . un an re axation. e magmary ,.... 11111t wr111r Rudd wh ha bee d. t f 
Invalid is at the Playhou~ ·until The William Rudd collection of X · , • G 1°1 s · n 19~8ec ordo De be 18 h A · d E . . · . avier s a ery sance J an a cem r t . mer1can an uropean pa1ntangs 1s 11 t f · · r i th 1 t 40 . on exhibit to all interested Xavier co ec or. 0 1?8.m angs or e. as · however, has other plans - she is in 
love with another man, Cldante, and 
intends to marry him .. The situation 
is complicated by Mline, Argan'sse-
cond wife, who wants nothing better 
than to see Argan die in order to in- · 
.herit hi;s ~oney and so wishes Ang~i­
que to jom a convent and thus, at the· 
saine time rid herself of obstacles. 
The play was performed in a Com-
media Dell' Arte. style, a theatrical 
form which was prevalent' among · 
travelling players in .fourteenth cen-
tury Italy. This form made use of 
character ·types. derived from 
present-day, middle class; . Italian 
models and depended heavily on . 
·improvisation and spontaneity. The. 
students, ·their families and friends years~ ha~ vmted every major . a~t 
each Sunday from 2-S p.m. thru m~se~m m the ~orld, a~d many 






aMvier. arAnage been exhibited in major American 
. o se a ery a . anon ve. d E · . 
Peter Paul Rubens' (1577-1640) an uropean museums. 
04The Death of Seneca," Jean Baptise Almost half of Rudd's paintings 
. Monnoyer's (1636-99) "Flowers," are from American painters, many 
Ivan Aivazoffski's (1817-1900) "The of whom are Cincinnati artists. 
Harbour of Odessa, Russia," Henri .. American. art today is the most 
Fantin ·La tour's (1836-1904) attractive art you can buy," Rudd 
"Floeks" and· John Henry Twacht- said, "and th&:valuesinAmericanart, 
man's(l83S-1902)"TheCottage"are are increasing ·constantly." A few 
among Rudd's I 00 or so paintings on great American painters represented 
display. · in his ~ollection are George W. 
"There is a tremendous interest ih Bellows, John Singer Sargent .and 
art today," Rudd said. "If you were Edward Potthast (Cincinnati). 
Commedia Dell'. Arte style added 
flavor to Mollre's Imaginary Invalid 
and blended quite well with the farci-
. cal bantorin the dialogue of the play. 
Many of the improvised lines in the 
opening scene had to do with current 
affairs within Cincinnati and were 
extremely entertaining and 
in New York or in London - as I While placing the value of his 
was recently - the young men and collection near three-quarter million 
women of college age, they fill the dollars, Rudd said, "The most im~ . 
: museums; ·you can't even walk portant thing is the painting itself. 
through. This is how interested they One can not always buy the best 
are in art. paintings," he added, . "but it is an 
"We have a sufficient number of honor to have representaiive work 
hangings that warrant that interest from each painter." 
humorous. Add I a· h .MichaelConnolly as the "ailing" . . ea· . l!H"'s· 1•p 
enema addict, Argan, .wai good in 1111119..,...., u11a: . · . · . · · ... ·Q ~ ·.· · 
the ro~_yet he m.isaed many oppor- Ult.ID right George Delor (Cllln .. ). ......., Connolly (Argon) MCI And ... 
tunities to really play up his "illness." lnow (Anglllque)., . · · , . · · • · · · · 
·Con@lly often did not act very sick· . LO 11our 
!~!~~~;:::~~,·fellelfs tr/es:mone- ··· ····-
0
: · :.· •. ~· .·.·h•. · .. dul·. 
gerilted.much more than he dld. ""0.. . e. .se.· . ·. sc,.. . ·e . .. . e· .· •. 
Bdline, .his .cunning wife, was By TOM FELLENS problem: is that writers Jamei · '-' 
played by Mimi Seton who was .._.....,wr111r Abrahams .and Je·rry and. David 
perfect ,for the role: She, had that It's tough to be a sicko humor ·Zucke·r too often mistake tasteless · 
sickening, phony sweetness and junkie. After all, the world's supply for kinky: Fart jokes-Weren't funny 
grating, high-pitched, . nasal voice of good, crass comedy is just too even coming from Mel Brooks. 
that the role demanded. damn sinall. And somehow Satur- Here, they're still not funny, merely 
I was ~specially impressed "'.ith day Night live, even at its kinkiest, trite. . · . 
Caroline. Kava (Toinette, the maid) fails to descend to those vile depths The secret to turning bad taste · 
and Maiy Ann .Renz (louison) of total raunchosity required.to con- into comedy - which is what KFM 
Argan's youngest daughter. Ms. tent the true addict. · does in its best moments_;_ is subtle~ 
Kava was effective as the flippant; the most recent attempt at cinema ty: A dirty joke, in order to be fun-
bold maid of the household who · c·ruditJ is Kentucky Fried Movie. ny, has to sneak up and tickle you, 
speaks her mind no matter wha.t the Obviously inspired by Ken Shapiro's not punch you in the face. When 
occasion. The role of Louison is a 1974 hit, The Groove Tube, it is an Shapiro created hii "Uranul!! Cor-
sinall one yet Ms. Renz stole the . uneven series of short skits satirizing poration", he was able to justify the 
television commercials and 8-grade vulgarity of the "Brown 2S". punch 
Review_. drive-in movies. line bY,. slowly building up to it and · When KFM is on, it is really on. then presenting it as a comment on 
There is an exc:tllent segment in big business. As a. result, that seg-
'now in her only appearing scene. . which Henry Gibson encourages ment was one of. the most 
She was totally childlike and funny viewers to give generously to the Un~ memorable' in Groove Tu,,e. "Brown . 
in her speech and movements. Es- . itedFundforthe-Deadandthengoes 25" was sicko; telling us, as KFM 
pecjally entertaining .was ;_her char- on to demonstrate the many fun ac- does immediately after its opening . 
ming,.narrative, puppet story about tivities in which thedead can.quietly credits,. that the popcorn we are 
the fox and the crow. Siie had all the participate. . . .· eating "has been pissed in" is; on the 
childlike innocence: and charm Frequently, however,· KFM falls ·other hand, simply· grotesque. 
·itecelsary for the role. short of its potential. There is an In short, Kentucky Fried Movie is 
·The two .lovers, Angdique and !)Verlong parody of Bruce Lee an O.K. evening of humor, but for . 
Cldante, were at their best in the se- movies that, like much of the film, is your own. sake, don't licit your . 
. cond act when they sung a dramatic, just not funny. KF M's major fingers. '. 
operatic song about their plight as 
lovers to Argan, Or. Diafoirus and 
his son, Thomas. While they were 
melodramatically si~ging away~ one 
actcir. on either side held up card~ . 
board signs with· translations in . 
English~ The lovers would sing for · . 
· ;wo ·minutes arid the translation 
• would be three English words long; 
·e.g., "I love you" or"I hate him.'' The 
scene is .very well. done' and very 
humorous.· 
Monsieur· Diafoirus ·and ·his son, 
Thomas .were a nicely complimen-
tary, comical pair: Thomas (Adrian . 
Sparks) was the perfect picture of in~ : 
security as he. atteinpted to woo his · 
lady and · gain · acceptance . by 
memo.rizing his father's 'speeches. 
J'he only-problem arose when he was 
interrupted in. the middle of such' a 
speech, ·for then ·he was unable to . 
remember· the rest. . 
. He. wore_ a large attached black 
·fixture on his nose <.• mask in the 
College military science courses are courses 
in leadership development. They offer you 
management experiences which will benefit 
you in any career, civilian or.military. · 
You can take the first courses as a freshman 
or sophomore· without obligation. Advanced 
courses, in yoµr junior and senior years, lead 
you to .a position of responsibility as an officer 
in· the active Anny or ReserVes. · · 
As a:n Army ROTC student, you'll also have. 
·the opportunity to comp.ete· for 3 and 2-year 
· full tuition scholarships. And you '11 earn near-
ly $2000 during your last 2 years of college. 
Don't wait:.until after college to get practical 
management experience. Add leadership 
to· your ~lass schedule now. 
• I 
ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD~ 
F!>r details, contact: 
Cept. A. SohlHI 
•• St. B1rb1r1 Hiii 
745·3841 
, Muskies· $tart bOiHAg 
scald Boilermakers 
. . ~ ., ·~ 
Brake .. ·rs I_ i .. ke. s. SP.·.--~ ....rts ·a.· .. - x. avier. ·>;!:~:=R · ~n:i~:.t0:h:!~~:s~:~';:~~0t~~~ 
Tay Baker and crew opened the come back ac~ in· high gear. . . 
By ROGER ROSENTHAL · ....... .,...~ . 
"People don't· took at· me as an 
athlete, but I'm not a j0ck." These. 
words come from a student hei:e iri· 
Muskieland·.by the naine. of Nancy · 
Brakers;- · · 
· Brakers; !l 1977graduate of Cin-
cinnati's .McAuley H.S; ex~ls in 
sports, mainly ·softball. ·Let's . say 
she's the Brooks Robinson of the 
softball world. Bralcers plays third 
base for tlie Northside Kniglits of 
.. Columbus team; a squad that has 
been city champs:for the last four 
years; National champs in 1974 and 
1977, and Wold Champions in 1977. 
She has been honored as the All-
American, and All-World third 
baseman. "I get kidded by people 
aoout being Miss World," she says. 
One wonders how she got started 
in s0ftball. "I startCd in third grade 
after l asked my father about it. He 
was happy for· me to play, and a 
bunch of friends and I started to 
play." 
Who was to know ten years later 
that Brakeri w0uld become a great 
softball player? 
· However, this girl's·career doesn't 
. stop. here. ·Bra ken" plays ~~olleyball 
for Xavier. · · . 
.. I started playing volleyball about . 
six yean ago . .It was the thing to, do 
then." 
. About her volleyball skills here at 
Xavier she says, "In high .school it 
was a big thing, but here· no one ex-
cels that much. It's frustrating, but I 
h&d to adjust." 
. A girl .excelling in sports is un- 1977_78 cage season with a near up- ·"We're better than what people 
usual and Nancy explained the reac-· set over Big JO competition Purdue think we arer· lhinp are· different 
tion she's gotten, "My parents art University 90-82. .. . . now. it's fun .now. Evet'Vbody is 
proud of me; but I do get teaeed by The Boilermaken, ranked as high . pullin' for everybOdy: We'i:e gonna 
the guys~ Sometimes they can't ban-. as number. 5 (Playboy) in .some be rough!~ accordig . \o Steve 
die it. when, let'uay, I hit a loftball preseason poll• .were faced wath all Spi\.ery. ~. · · .·.· ·.· ·. · 
farther than them." . . . . they could_ handle in Purdue's . . Believe it or not, the aecond half of 
Braken .'also explained ~why she .. Mackey Arena. • . · play was roqh.- The .. reviled 
picked Xavier over other colleges. The smaller Musketeen took the Musketeer. ballclub cla~ . and 
"First, I have an older sister. here, floor a· bit optimistic· and nervous. scraped the Pufdue· lead ·tc( a~most 
and. they h&ve a ii;>od · aCademic Asa reswt. Purdue jumped outto an nothing. · Boilermaker fans were 
program. T.Jtere'salso no pressure on early lead and continued building thinking . up-set, along wit1- . the 
girl'i athletics, and you can take yo~r that lead throughout the entire first Muskie playen and· coaching staff. 
time with it." · "hair: Having to overcome a. psy- With less than 10 minutes to play 
Besides· being a it,andout in soft- chological as. well ai home court ad- in the contest, . Purdue \IVaS ··at. the 
ball and volleyball, Nancy will alao· vantage, the Muskies were not able verge of self destruction under the 
be the.women's trainer, and anassis- . to keep pace with. the nati«>nally Muskie pressure def~nse., The 
tant'to men's trainerTerry Kofler. ranked Boilerm .. aken. · Muskies cut the Boile~kcr lead to 
. . She •says away from sports she two after four consecutive buckets, 
likes to· cut people's hair, and her ... 1 w~s a littlescarCdat first, and so (Nick Daniels connecting on t~ree). 
favorite meal is barbecued ribs and were the other play~rs," says Steve With 1:45 remaining. in the game, 
· french fries. Spivery· who ended the con~est with Purdue went to the charity itripe and 
: .Nancyadmitssomedayshe'llhand 11 points and equaled that number iced the victory. : , . 
up lier spikes in favor of e01ployment in rebounds. The key to the Xavier offensive at-
in management, and would like ,to "Purdue's 7•1 .. center, Joe Barry . tack wai 6'5" guard, Nick Daniels. 
travel.· · ' ·Carroll discouragi. the· Muskies•, Daniels led all scorers with 26 points · 
. In' cJOsing, people may not look ill short range fire pow r, However, ex- and added 6 rebounds. Daniels said, 
Nancy Braken ai an athlete, and if cessive fouls sent: Carroll to the "The $tatistics. show that I got the 
you saw heryou'd know why. By the . bench tothinkabo' thisaftemoon's points, but.it Was a teani effort. The 
way, Nancy stands 511" and weighs performance.. With the· 7'1" in- scoring situation just developed in 
145 ounds. · my favoi:." 
J This 1977-78.team showed a lot of 
···e.'·.·· . _ .... . . . . 
• • . . .. 
courage in the seaion opener. Even 
though the Muskiesfell,short Qf the 
victory, this game indicate~ tlJat the 




' ALL SUBJECTS 
Your ~haiienp ..... to 1P.i1 a 1rord, or words, uitng ~he ·~tters shown belf)W~ . 
Each word must c:Ontaln th• letter the Indicated number of .times. . . -·;1 . · 
Fist'. profesalona1,: and proven 
quality.· ChoO&e from our library of 
7,000 topics. Send $~.00 for the 
current edition of •our 220 page 
, ·. ;~ ... 
.... ; 
1. A word containing 6 "l's": 
2. A worci containing 5 ua'a": .. 
3. Three wotds contalnJng• 5 "•.'•": 
Whentheres··achalle~, ... , ..• 
quality makes the difference. 
· We hope, you have some fun with the challenge. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in 
Miiwaukee, be~r capital of the world. · -. · ·" · 
. · That's why we have the-c.onfidence. to issu~ . 
. another challenge--the Pabst:'cttallenge . .Ta11tt:t and 
compare Pabst Blue Ribbon ~oany.C?t~er pr~,rn,t,Urn . 
beer. You'll like Pabst because Blue .Ribbon quality" 
· .. 
!;., · ... ,., '·. '.:· •• ~· ,.-: 
" 
•· ,• ... , 
.. ~ 
mea.nS.ttie:best-tasting'b,~er:youca.1"tge~~:,., · ·:; ··,. ·' ·.. . 
Since 1844 it aiways has~:./ · ':<· '):· .. \>~:. ;:L:y ·' <)~ : ··.· .. <i ., ,..,, ~ .. ,, ,, .. ~:~ ... ,,,· · . 
PABST. Since1844The. UaUt · ·hHa.U-. .. ·c.Oineth ,( h • . . . . . .q. . .V:' •· . .'W!ff!117V . . . ' roug . 
.• 
. mail order catalog. 
RESEARCH ASlllTANCE 
11322 IDAHO:AVE,. No;· 206-E 
LOS ANGELES, -CALIF. 90025 
(21,:,) 477~8474 
Our research' papei'.s. are· sold for 
· research purposes only. · .. 
I Ple;;;;s;;;.;1~~---;-1· 
I Enclosed Is $1. . I 
I Name· I 
I · I I Address I 
ICity . I 
I State · ' .· ·. ZIP.. · . I a.: _______ . ________ .. 
. '.'• .. 
Gets }(ou· 
· ·. ·whate:ver· 
··yo~· ;Wit·nf · 
. :· ' . . . . 
. . 
· .... Ever11 . ·. · 
·•·W~d~~sday 
·. ·c! ,, j .1 '- (,. l ,~:;;) :r\, :f!t:;,} -· 
• PAisr.aREWING COMPANY, MlhHliktit, w1a:, Peor(~ H9.111ii!ai·m;·;:~w8r1(_N:J~ L~Anti..S~ ~111:; Pabii; Georgia . 
·.::"' · .. ·. .='~~~;:~::.:i::ici:,:;~r~A~;;C)~\~~.;;;~o;iJ;~~~;;oi~1.'.:J !~~~.'!.w:.::;, ·'···· .... ·"··: :</.:.·:';,:, ,,,,,, .. <., .... ,::. .... ,.",; ., · .. _,,.~.·.:~~, .· ........•.. ,,,, .. 0,~ ,.~;•r~ri~t£.:"'.;c;:; .', ... ,,_· ... . . ..... ·~.· . './· ···: ... ·. '', ,• .. . .. . Ptle• . ... '· . 
™~™~--.... -"""" _ _,_ ___ .. ___ ..._......__,_;__~;.,.;___;_,.,____...;;_~.;....----....-.-,......,. .... ':..;.'..;...· - ·--..;,,_ ______ ,.~ 
• ~ •. 1 . • j • ,'..1. 
'.J :.r:·., .·.·. :~:·.\;.;) ..• ~ ..... 
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QutHne.of "XU Com·puter Science course ch,anges 
· Since ·• computers . are being . im~ . and integration; numberical solution 
ploy~d increasingly ·in many areas, ~f differential equations, systems of. 
and with· the job ·market for hnear equations with extensive use· 
p_rogranimers !Ill!!, systems analysts , of pre-written programs. . .. 
as attractive as it is, even non-tcience C1 136 aec. 51 · . · · 
majors' ~liould· C:Onlider ·taking (or : Numberical. Calculus B; com-
aud_itin,g).,;.~~e'.:c~p1,1tor courses. puter Implementation. of the 
Expeiienee·ahl.shown that several .algorithms studied in'cs.135 arid ad-. 
introdu.ctoey:eomputer courses cian · ditional 'topics. Considerable 
.be tauihfw~tflout .th~ ealculus;co- · · progra~ming in BASIC. CORE-
requisite stated· i~ thC i6-78 
QUISITE: Cs 135 
Cs390 
Computer Scien.ce Seminar: 
Designed to augment technical com-
puter knowledge· by studying duch 
current questions as the future of 
hardware, software,. · 1egal, social, 
and the ethical aspects of computer 
science; with lit~le· or no program-
ming. Student reseal'.C)h and par-
. catalogue.· However, ·students · · · 
· -:::~~:.:!!:~;::r.t:!~~ R. ecy. ·clin:g. to ·St. art 
puter counes difficult. Specifically, 
studentswith'a mathSATbelowSOO · . . 
. ofte'1 . have trouble, while conacien- Thia weekend, December 3 and 4, 
tiOu~ stude.nts with"math SAT above will start ·off a year round· recycling· 
· 580 seldom experience undue dif- drive sponsored by Student Govem-
newspaperi, $45 I ton for ditto and 
mimeo paper, and, $340/ton for 
aluminum cans • 
. . ficulty .• ·· . · ment. A- trailor provided .by Con-
1. Of interest to students with little solidated Fi~rs Incorporated will · The kinds of aluminum eans 
recyclable include: Weidemann 
Pepsi, Mason Root Beer •. Miller's: 
.. or no comp~ter background:. be loCated behind Brockman.Hallin 
Cs 132 Ii-JO· the parking lot. This trailor is for the 
Foriran Programming; no formal collection of newspapers, ditto paper 
prerequ,isites.'M 7-9:30 p.m., 3 hrs; and aluminum can1. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon, Blatz, and Sterl-
ing (or any other 100% aluminum 
. Cs 124 MC, 13 . 
. Basic Programming,· lntrOduc:tion· 
fo the Xavier timesharing system, 
elements · of the · Basic language, 
programming el~mentary problems. 
No formal .prerequisites. W 6:05-
6:30 p.m., 1 hr. 
Cl.l261ec.ll .. 
Intro . Computing B,· Jn.;ciepth in- · 
troduc:tion to programming and 
computer . science, stressing . the 
development ·· · of . algorithms ·and 
structurCd programming done in 
BASIC~ but machine language and 
· FORTRAN introduced. Moat 
problems are' ·n.on-mathmadcat 
COREQUISITE: Equivalent of Cs 
1'24; . ' ... ' . ,. . .. · . 
.Y:lt· ot 'interest to students ~ith · 
some ~c*gr:ound iri. computing. 
C1135.ec; 51 . 
, 'Ntimberical .. CalculusA,· ·com-
can). · 
The drive this weekend is a test to 
see of Xavier can collect a ton of .For on campus pick~up ofany of 
newspapers. If we can, Consolidated the above mentioned materials call 
Fibers will donate collection con- . 3201 and leave the location. Forany 
tainers which will remain on campus . further information contact . Dave 
as long as· we can guarantee the Scaletta, program director. 
collection of at least one ton of - All proceeds will go to the Student 
Government General Fund which is 
Consolidated Fibers Inc. will pay used for student activities such as. 
approximately SJS/ton for movies, concerts, and Greek Week. 
newspapers per month. 
. ,,: JUNIORS .. AND SENIORS: 
Looking for .a part-time job with ~ · 
·good income, flexible hours 
and real experience in the · 
business worldJ . . . 
The Ray ~aker Agency 
· N(>rthwestern Mutual· .... 
.. Call·8ill Klingem~n, 961-1820 
ticipation emphasized in seminar. 
PREREQUISITE: Some· 
knowledge of computing. I hr. · 
III. Of interest . to students with 
substantial background in com-
puting. · 
All computer science courses 
·numbered 200 or higher. Core-
quisites and prerequisites stated in 
catalogue should be interpreted as 
qualitative and not formal. If in 
doubt, contact Dr. Delaney. 
COMMufiRS 
Got· A- Minute? 
That's au·. it takes to get informed about 
volunteer opportunities in Cincinnatt Chances 
are you have an hour per week that will be well 
spent if rou get involved with the program. Op-
portu~it1es range from tuto·ring youngsters to· 
·shopping for the elderly. Your knowledge of our 
town is an asset that can be used to -benefit 
others. . 
···Get lnvo.lved 
For more information, take a minute, 
· and call either 
Frank Helle ~ 745.3324 
OR 
Chris Wooley - 745-3195 
puter 'methods to solve problems in 
' ca1clllm:a~ir linear algebra, Inter~ 
polation, num.berical differentiatio~n-:;;:;;::;;::i;;:::::.:-:-:. -:.-;:;.;-; .. ;:z:z:zt!::::::::=====~~~~=======:! 
Al
.A·.' . _ ... ·.·._ -1···_.~.A· .. ,. a·  ..... 1 ·:·· .. E···:c:1· .. ·-·.··s·· .. f••,' ~~ ' - :.. _ .. ,, • I ". ,· . . - . ; ,L,/~: .·  . ·. ·. . . . . . . 
. . . .. ' . . . . 
.· :: . ;. \ . ' • ..' . : ' .. .' . -. '\ .. ·: } .. · . . ;.: · .. · '',· ' 
''Your Home Away From Campus' 
.Dana's Upstairs. offers nightly 
·.specials for everyone 
' . . . . 
QNDAY - Free ·Foosblill. . . 
T·'UiESDAV---Amateu·r F()osba1·1·Tourney 
· ...... ·. ·. . •...... · · · .· · . (twice ;.8 rrtonthJ 
e:.o)N~e~soAY .-...Red·u.c.ed p·rlces·· on .. Draft e·e·er 
··. ·····.·· · ··· ·· · · from 8:00 - 12:00 · · · 
TH.l.J~SDAY ~ Pepperoni or Sausage Pizza 
. · .'; · . .· only·.$·1.50 . . · ·. . -
m;Q.1,8AY<- HapptHOµ.r -$pecial prices 4 'til · 7 
•••. Sandwiches . D;ana G·il"dens · .. · ·. .. . Pizza 
--.··~-"'- _·6.a~ts 18'32 Dana.Ave. -·•.·.·. T~v~ Tennis 
'--~- FOOsball ., .. ·. · .··· ·531;.9~95 ·· · .Pinball· 
- . . . : ·. . . . :, ... : '• . . .· . ' ...... ~·-~·~~:·. . . '•. . .. , . 
.. .. ~ .. '· ._,,. ···:.:.; ',._.: 
•'·'I 1' • 
.1.: 
Schmidt performance masterful 
.. By JULIE HELMES · manifested the mature· and replied wi~h Searlotti's Sonata in E · 
professional talent of the 'pianist. Major; a short yet beautiful work . ..... 1 .. nwr11er 
The third concert of the X. U. · 
piano series featuring Kimberly 
Schmidt proved to be both a brilliant 
and masterful presentation. Schmidt 
performed in the X.U. theatre to a 
moderately. large audience on 
November 20th at three p.m. He 
The piece was filled with rapid trills, · • • • 
scale descents and full chords: All of Be sure not to.miss,the next con-: 
these elements contributed. to .its cert which takes place.· February· 
·positive reception by the audience. . fifth. It features Paul Badura-Skoda, 
Also extremely. well done was the an international . touring artist and. 
Rachmaninoff piece, Sonat1l"lt2 in B renowned· interpreter of 'Schubert 
flat minor. Schmidt obviously knew . piano music; · . ~ . OID 
which pieces would reflect ~is ability 
to the fullest. · . : · 
. nie three Debuuy pieces did not 
chose selections from Beethoven appear.in the projram but were in~· 
(Sonata Op. #3 in C major), Debussy serted by Schmidt after the first 
(three short pieces), Chopin (An- .··number. Two of the three selections 
dante Spianato and Grande were riot really consistent with the· 
Polonaise, Op. 22), Tchaikovsky rest of the music in' the concert yet 
(Doumka-Scene Rustique Russe- the middle piece with its hint of. 
Op. S9) and Rachmaninoff (Sonata humor and jumping movement add-. 
#2 in B flat minor, Op. 36). ed a nice touch to the program. Ofall 
· Schmidt· was the most appealing the selections in the recital; however; 
pianist in the series thus far. He the Debussy pieces were my least 
review 
seemed· to be totally ·comfortable favorite. · 
with his audience and exhibited no Schmidt's obvious· ability to 
uneasiness. The music he chose was master challenging:pieces, combined 
exhilarating and exciting; it was the with his emotional involvement in 
kind of music that most audiences the· music and audience appeal 
wish to hear at. a piano recital. The helped to make his concert a total 
Chopin piece was the most effective success. The audience demaded an 
in dramatic ·appeal and· clearly encoure at the end to wb.ich Schmidt 
THE VERONA: FATH·ERS ------ A Religious Society 
For the foreign Missions 
2104 SLMichael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176 
We all know how to make love; but have you ever loved as a. 
Christia'n? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold · · 
enough to devote yo~r lif~ to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missionary? A Verona Father? . 
, .... 
·For further information write: 
Fr·. Ken 
2104 St. Michael· St. 
Cincinnati,; Ohio 452o4 
1-513;.921;.1176 .. 
- . '"' ... ,,, 
-. ' . ~- :·.:-
·Dr. J.mea M. Somervllte, left, ind Dr. Terrr Cell1n, co-chair'!"" of the Unlver-
1Hy Scholera Progr1111. . . . · . · 
New ·cha;irmen .. for Scholars . 
a1 MARK LUEBBERS · grown. to include njnety-four seminar in which the students do ex-
,.._...., wrilw · stt1dents. tensive research papers-. 
Dr. Jam.es M. · Somerville, As the program continued to ex- The main purpose of the Program 
Professor of Philosophy, and Dr. pand, it became apparent that more is to help students be ac~pted in. 
Terry Callan, Assistant Professor of than one faculty member would be better graduate and. professional 
Theology, became Co-Chairmen of needed to interview . perspective schools, schools of Business·. Ad-
·the University Scholars' Program · students,· as well as counsel those ministration, law schools,. and 
this past September. · Callan is already in it. In September of this medical schools that . prefer un~ 
primarily concerne°d'_·with present year, Fontana resigned as chairman dergraduates who have a ·broad. 
and ·incoming freshman · while of the program in order to devote background in the humanities .. 
, Somerville ·handles the tip- more time to his duties as Chairman 
perclassmen. ' of the English Department Callan arid Somerville say they are 
The University Scholars' Program · · · · happy with the program presently-;-••i 
is an honors program for serious and Students in the program are ex- don't see any important changes now 
falentCd students. These students· pected t9 maintain· at least a 3.25 except for the possible exception of 
· major i.n any oF Xavier's un- average. The program is comprised adding additional seminars in these-
dergraduate degree programs or in of five . high intensity program . cond half of Junior. and senior 
an individually designed interdis- courses (HIP), four special courses year ... we haven't worked that out 
ciplinary major. The program was in history and economics; advanced ·yet, .Somerville. said .. "Another 
conceived and developed· by Dr. . sections in mathematics, two science change which would be a year or two 
Ernest Fonatana, who is now Chair- · courses approved by the. directors; away is to get a place where the Un-
man of the· English Department .. special literature courses; and com- ive.rsity Scholars can meet to study, 
Beginning with only a few -students petence in a foreign language. Also just a room or two. It .is a distinct 
. in the fall of 1974, the program has included is at least one graduate-type possibility." 
Institute. -offers menagement cou.rses .· 
By BOB WILKlfllG. arnong . themselves arid their 
,.... ...., • ..., workers. It will be taught by Dr. 
This December,· a management . Daniel Geeding, director of ICBS, 
. course will be offered by Xavier .. U n- and. Joan Hall, clinical . member. of 
. iversity's Institute for Business an~ the International• :Transactional 
Community Services. Entitled Analysis Ass0ciation. 
course will be offered to the student 
body for only $20. . . 
The course will.be held ThµricJay . 
December 8, and Friday Decembcir9 ·· 
from 8:30 to 4:00, and will .last both 
days. 
"Transactional Analysis in Manage- , . . .·· 
· ment," it deal• with ·problems and · ··· ': Thin:~u~ is l>Pen to the public An·: additional · ma_n•1~_Daent 
methods for pcrs0nal com1.11unica- and its cost is $165. However, course will be offered by the ICBS 
tion for managers and supcrvison, . through a special arrangement, this sometime next semester. It will be .. 
·;.. ' · · ' ' . entitled. ~Development of]he·;Fint . 
. KING Of 8EEAS• • ANHEUSEA·IUSCH:INC .• ST. LOUIS Line Supervisor, .... anCI' "wilf"'stresl'' 
· ·motivation anct leadership s.kills in 
·· ~mployee communic~tion ·a'1d" 
problem solving. . The cos~ for this 
· ·· · coune to the public wOl ~ $190~ · 
. while for the Xavier student bOdy it 
will be $30. It .will be ta light by Dr. 
Roman ' Schweikert, cilafrihan .. of 
Xavier's education department, Dr. 
William Daily, associate professor 
· .. : 
'! 
i 
of education, and Min Basadur, 
assistant professor of management 
at Xavier. For further information 
about either of these courses contact· 
Dr. Geeding at 745-3394 or at his of-
fice lo«:ated at Walker Hall at 1500 
Dana Avenue. . 
This Institute, which is a self-
supporting branch of the College of 
.Business Administration, offers 
around !of1y such ~minan dealing. 
with ma~aement·and comrqunica.:.. 
tion skills' for tfusiness , ad-
ministratoii . and ·· staff;· Courses 
.. offered by,.,theni. are open to the 
. public, and although they deai with 
f!'aterial on a graduate level, they are 
open to the whole: !itudent body; 
'D!us under1raduat! students pur-
. suing a management career can learn 
additional techniques about it and at 
tJle·aame:time ave ti~and 111.oney .. 
Xavier awards·· continuins 
educational units (CEU's) for com.;.· 
pletion of all IBCS seminars and 
courses. 
. HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 llontaomery Road 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45212 
.. ' 531 5500 
100/o OFF 
·, / 
on ~II , aervlce and parta ~o 
x.u~_ 1tudent1 .•nd faculty 
with Identification carets; · . 
Charlie Some~ne: H•ll•. trom 
Anytown, U.S.A. Av•ta11• t~ the point 
al being tedlou1 ... 18vln11 hlm1elt tor 
marriage, but not by his 
' choo1lng ••. never ml11ed • cla11 or • 
cafeteria mul ... love1 to hang "all 
n.l11hters'•' .•• call1 home every 
week ... cel/1 glrl (at hof!I•) every 
nlght ... nl.ce .. to children and 1mlill 
dog1 ••• he even we1he1 hi• clothes. 
Butln1plte of It. all, he'• on a #rst 
name be1l1 with the bartenders at 
Dana's.· 
Dwayne Neck: (Gino'• t00meteJ 
Hold• key .to (:lty of Norwood ... only 
student ··to here a boenl plan at 
Bob'1.;.drlres If-wheeler with 
cs ... n•me ,..,. on both peln of hi• 
underwaar, io he doesn't totlet hi• 
name ••• ta1hlon1 by.K-lllart. 
Lance Pants: (Ch•rll•'• room-
mate) Definite prepple ••. extremely 
Brook•' 8rothers .•. top1lders ... tellor 
·made khekl1 •.• bufton down Arrow 
1hlrf ... ca1hmere sweater tied over the 
1houlders.:.color coonllnated un-
derwear. 1Cnow1 every glrl on cam-
pus, many In the biblical 1en1e .. 
Janey Nextdoor: (Charlle'I 
secret love) Saving herull tor 
martte11• by herown choo1lnfi ... 1taya 
away from Lance ... would Ille• to com-
plete her eductitlon ... but 11111 1tey1 
away from Lance.;.wrllN home, and 
not /u1t tor money ... nau1•tlngly 
pun~tuel ... alwaya look• 10 ,,.,,. and 
natul8l ... uae1 Ivory 1oap. · · 
Uncle BUI: (Cherll•'• mentor)· 
Perpetual 1tudent ... elghth big year 
thanks to G.I. · 8111 ... wlll not tell 
age ••. old enough to remember 1tu-
-dent demon1ttatlon1, Vietnam Wet, 
and Wallace'• running-mate In 
1968 ... ha• three tllllon credit 
hours ... father figure lor all th• 
chatacters. 
Suzie Creamcheeze: (Janey'• 
roomate) l'Nd• ·1111 ... oitly lek• oH 
. her 111e11e1 tor one thlngouLance II 
the only person to 1c,,ow th• color of 
her eye1 ••• e11tremely Dana'l ... ma/ot1 
In Absentee Art1 ••• lran1 her 
helr. .. worahlps · Jerry· Garcle." .. flOod 
trlend at Lenny. 
Xav,ier News introduces .new cartoon 
··~jiMr•_;,,§Pm,qlie Lost atxavler 
by~ .. ~.«iul Conroy a.nd G~ .s. ~aly .. 
Art :by Paul Conroy · ·· : · 
Sta~dng: Charlie Someone 
. . ~ 
Lenny Head: (Charil•'• connec- Gino Ragu: (Charlie'• 1u1temate) 
tlon) Uncle 8111'• roommate ... crled Voted tor the ree1tabll1hment ol loot-
a tter Lynard Slcynyrd plane ball 48 tlmes .•. caught on 49th try 
cra1h ... doe1n't study because he J1 when they recognized hi• 11 •• Jove1 a . 
already the head of the cla11 •.• many . good game of anythlng ... eamed 
Latin American lrlend1 ... Spenl1h nia- every letter except an A ... claim• he'• 
/ol ... en/oy1 blockade runnlng ... luture · · 111eg1t1mate son of Vince Lombenll ••• 11 
farmer of America. not In room call Sports Complex. 
Father God S.J.: (protneor ot 
theology) peraonally bullt 
Xavier ... ''And Father God uld, 'Let 
th.,. be KavMr, ' end th•,. was· 
Xavier, and He 11iw that II wa1 good. 
So lie hed a 1cofch and waf9r." 
Profenor B. Looney: (Charlie'• 
advl1or) t,.nll In eight dlllerent 
dlNCtlona at once ... retu1 .. to weer a 
watch ••• doean't know what yeer II 
11 ... doe1n't cal9 ... drlves a Rambler. 
Amerlcan ••• wlth o"91n•I oll ... can not 
lecture without• c/ga19tN ... ln • bind . 
•Nn hi• brlelcu• wfll do. 
IEW B. M. 0. C.. 
I 
Hall-Gallon Insulated . Bottle 
of genuine Schoenling . Draft Beer 
Great for parties, outings, after the game, rap 
· sessions, drive-ins, fraternity and sorority social . 
hours, dorm bashes, and, you know. . . . 
Hurry fo your favorite brew outlet and grab hold of 
a couple of BIG JUGS today! ---
Schoenllng Brewing co., .Cincinnati, Ohio 
~·. -:..J'. • • Pagel 
Football still too costly; . 
distribute money .elsewhere 
The reinstatement of inter-
collegiate football has again 
become an issue at Xavier. 
On December 19, 1973, the 
Xavie-r Board of Trustees voted 
to discontinue· intercollegiate 
football permanently. The Board 
voted 15-3 ·with Rev. Robert 
Mulligan, S.J., . University Presi-
dent, Rev. Paul O'Connor, S.J., 
and Mr. Michael Conatin dissen-
ting from the majority. The vote 
followed the failure of a proposal 
by Mr. Rod Shearer, Vice-
President and Dean for Student 
Development, to lower Xavier's 
level of competition to. Division 
II. , . 
In the academic year 1971-72, 
Xavier's· football. program, at 
Division I, lost $292,0 J 6. In 
1972-73 it· lost $256,000 and in 
the program's final season it lost 
$209, 193. At the time of the vote, 
Mulligan said, "We now find it 
impossible to sustain' this 
program without incurring an 
annual deficit of at least $200~-
000." . ·. . 
In its waning years, the Xavier 
football team had three . con-
secutive 1-9 records, a 3-8 and S-
5-1 final season. The average 
home crowd was only· 6,100. 
. Seven ··of ·eleven games were 
played on the road because away 
games were far more profitable 
than those played on Corcoran 
field. · · 
Three levels of competition, or 
divisions, exist in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA). Division 1 schools 
recruit their athletes with full 
scholarships.· Division II schools 
offer partial scholarships and a 
lower level of competition .. 
Schools who ·offer no 
schohuships are in Division Ill 
- this is the level curre.ntly 
promoted for Xavier. 
Each division has great, un-
avoidable costs including equip-
ment,· stadium maintenance, 
player insurance and coaching 
staff. -
Football is advocated as a 
rallying poi~t for students, facul-
Ediwrs ·, ' . 
RITA G. SCHOENFELD ROcCINA STELLATANO 
PEG CONNELLY GREG GOOLSBY 
, t-:RANK X. llliJOLD .. 
XAVIER ·\J~IVERSITY. l'lNl'INNATI. OHIO 
THURSDAY. APRIL·28, 1977 
Mismanagement of elections · 
evident ·in campaign, ballots 
ty, alumni and the community Student Government should 
and as a traditional part of be commended .for the inclusion 
co.liege life. ·However, big ofissues on the ballots of the re-
problems are. involved in foot- cent elections. Issue results 
ball's reinstatement _; the bulk . shquld have provided a valid 
of whichare monetar}'. Equip- . sampling of opinion and a firm 
ment per playerwould runSSOO., ·basis for further action by 
demolition of the condemned : Senate. 
side of the stadium. about $80,-
000, insurance per player about However, the football issue 
$500., and at least one full time was mishandled f rorn the start. 
coach about $15,000. · Billboards encouraging foot-
At this point . in time, Xavier ball's; reinstatement were posted 
simply cannot afford io field a on· University Center doors and 
football team'. A SS to $1 O tuition the Mall kiosk - areas off-limits 
increase would not cover the ex- to. a·ll campaigning. No 
penses even if supported by guidelines were established and 
gen~rous alumni. gifts. .··circulated to inhibit such promo· 
Football cannot be ·favored tion. · 
over faculty · development, 
minority . grants and The wording of the football 
scholarships, intramurals or the issue on the ballot was, at best, 
· present intercollegiate teams. All unclear . arid, · at worst, mis-
athletic money s.hould be con- .leading. The separate and quite 
ce.ntrated on increasing the · distinguishabl~ divisions are not 
caliber of the soccer, volleyball, solely. ·determined by the gran-
basketball, baseball and swim . ting ofscholarships. This conclu-
teams. · sion would be easily reached by 
. · .. -FXB. any· voter reading through the 
issue as presented on ~he ballot. 
The polling place in Brockman 
Hall, scheduled to close at 2 p.m. 
Thursday, November 17, shut 
down at 1 :30 p.m. Tom Bruning, 
Hall ·Graduate Assistant, com-:-
pl!lined to Senate's election coor- · 
dinator Mark CardosL.Olrdosi 
shrugged -off the early closing as 
a "technical point." · Since 
Brockman is a freshman dorm 
and freshmen presidential elec-
tions were part of the ballot~- the 
poll should have remained open 
the full allotted time. 
Although the ·. inclusion of 
issues is commendable, Senate 
mismanagement · is condem-
nable. Greater pains should be 
taken in the future to explain 
issues clearly, police issue 
pr:omotion and insure polls re-
main in operation for established 
hours. 
-RGS 
------··-~tters ....... · ______________ .............__· 
Cherry knocks·· 
SG Spirit Week 
come or pa~icipate .in anything un-
less there is beer!" I grant you, the 
crowds will. be small, to start with, 
anyhow. But how many people par-
. ticipated · in : Spirit. Week? But that 
To the Editor: . , _ , and a great many otheumall crowd 
. Well, they've dori~.it ajilin. Now \.events were. planned and a.rri~ 
there is yet another. "event" to l®k · r· through; ·regardless; ~Give if a· try, 
forward to at .Xavier: Spirit Week;. · and stick with it. If the number·o{ 
where you too.can win 'e11ough beer beer events.are cut down, Muskies 
to get smashed by seeing how silly · will come. There must be.some who 
· and/or ridiculous you .. can be. . .didn't park.their maturity ·outside 
· · the door for four years. · 
I gave up long · airi on Greek · Maureen Cherry 
Week, and everi have come to accept . 
it; after all, one blowing~ff-steam · 
week is functional, and . better it be 
controlled by·the Uriivet~ity than let 
die _Muskies dream up their own 
methods. But this has blossomed into 
something more than·· a breather 
from classes. Greek Week, Blarney 
Stone Days, Spirit . Week, Drink 
and Drowns, the list goes on and on, 
leading me to wonder. Is it really 
necessary to ·have ·so many events 
where an that. is required is a big. 
mouth, an empty-stomach, and no 
brains? And all tllis is sponsored by 
Student Government. ' · 
U:A Chairman .. . . . 
praises s~pport 
To the Editor: : 
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank the Xavier University 
students for their impressive involve-
ment in the recent United Appeal 
Drive. · 
Appeal. 
Needless to say, I would hope you 
plan t.o . c~ntinu~. this . activity .and 
make 1t an annaul event; ,. ·· · · 
Professor Edward J. Arlinghaus, 
. Chairperson 
short periOd of time;.J.feel it makes 
. no sense to buy a permanent permit. 
I am· stuck in. the middle. There. are 
· not' adequate numbers of"free park-
. ing spaces in front · of Brockman 
Hall .. · 
ning ritual of giving tickets to X.U. 
students, who are illegally : parked 
along Ledgewood Avenue~ ·I am sure 
they have something better to do. 
The no standing zones are not mark-
ed properly. · 
.United Appeal Campaign · . ~ ' ' . . . -~ ·I hope somebody listens to this The 'parking tickets that X. U. letter as I am very upset Soritcthiiii 
~urity gives out mean nothins to must be done or securityis going to Dunlay . que' st1·ons· .. the students. I know· a friend who has·, have it lot of unpaid tickets arid lipSct 
. · .. . · . tom 25. of them up this year. I think . · students on their hands. 
. grade analysis 
they are a waste of time .. The Cincin- · Chris Hanely 
· . nati Police Department has a mor- . Brockman Hall 
·To the Editor: . . . . • 
· I am writini in. reference to the ar- . 
ticle on grade inflation .. It's been my 
· experience here.at Xavier that there 
are too many teacben who are too 
stingy with 'A's. On t'-e. other hand, 
it does seem as if a '8' is the standard .. 
I've taken so many courses where it's· 
been an easy •Ii• ·but an impossible 
'A". This. phenomenon discourages 
putting forth the extra effort to real-
ly learn. And .·I· honestly. don't- feel 
this is peculiar to ·me. . .·· . · 
... 
I know what you're going to say: · 
.. What's wrong with a little fun?" 1 
know it's impossible to separate the 
average Muskie from hi:. beer, but 
does S.G. have to puabit? Andaifor 
the rest of these "fun", e'ieots, will 
you please tell me ·what is .5o fun 
about I) running · to . ~nd from 
Dana's ·while trying not to throw up 
the beer you've just chuged; 2) see-
ing how fast you can eat a raw onion 
without killins either your social life 
As far as having teachers who are . 
. We , have concluded the' United afraid to give out a 'C' or a 'D' - I've · 
· or your digestive system; 3) seeing 
how many people you can suffocate 
with· a midici11e . ball; • 4) making 
yourself sick trying to cat 30 White 
Castles in a minute or less :....: the list 
g0es on and on, ad nauseam.· , 
Appeal Drive here on campus. really never known this ·to be a 
Although the _final _figures have not, . problem. Concerning . adopting, a_ . 
been given to nie; I kn~w that at this new grading scale ·with· pluses and 
· point in tir:ne . we have received -minuses, I think it would be' a. good: . 
money amounting to $8, 142, This idea. OS U made the switch last year: 
exceeds the previous high ofS6,806. and it's been very popular. · · 
Our percent of participation is in ex-
cess of 85%. Needlesstosay,ourUn- On gnldes in general tbouSh,·it 
· ited ·Appeal· ·campaign· was very was once said and:lthink it applies:·. 
successful.· · · "What does it profit' ma.n if he gains : · 
A major portion of this success 
was the $428~25 contribution which 
you g~nerated. The ·carnival Square·· 
Dance, the King and Queen Contest 
wer:e huge successes. I would like to 
specifically commend Miss . Kathy . 
Dermody, Student .Government 
Social Chairperson and her workers, 
the Pied Piper Staff, and.the Cam-
pus Activity Student Staff for their 
enthusiastic cooperation and 
generous support. 
the whole world and suffers the loss of. 
. his own soul." · · 
J 
David E .. Dunlay 
•Husman Hall . 
· lots of problems. · 
To the Editor: , 
I would like to again bring your 
attention to the parkins situation 
. Why can·1· Student . Government'· 
give us something diffcrent?.I know 
it isn't easy - we·v~ :been con- . 
ditioned too long- buttheycan try. 
The HarvesfMoon Weekend was a 
good start - especially the Square 
Dance (non-alcoholic). People had a I. thing you all ·should be very 
good time, and were a.hie. to walk proud of this . civic involvement. 
home (a .little stiffly,. ~rh'.lps). rm . Through your good work you 
sure they can come up· with some deserve to enjoy the warm feeling 
more, if they really think about it. that you· have helped make C_incin-
And now, J'm sure you will get nati better place to live for those· 
many letters saying, ~·eut no one will . who need help through . uiu~eu 
hereatX.U. lthinkit'sterrible.Let's . Bulletln,tromtheceHboolc'ofln--torD • ....:1 ·' 1·· · · ·· ·' · , ..•. , t k " r 1 't t' I 1 t . , . · ...... e._ or, er me lagolngupencllhe a e, 10 examp_ e, m.y st ua .ion. . neptC or 1 determined to'" whet'• golnt down, therefore he hu di · · ·· 
have a car on ~ampusfor the next hlmHlfl11heMal1'1klolli.Havln1to1teyethl•"9liorl0nghou· ih ~~ 
two weeks .. I can p~rchase ~ thr~e- tor WH forced to wlltaland a 1teple diet. Pinned·• hew• to lh:·..n~::=~ .· · 
~ay temporary par~mg permit which ~ure, .lhe ln1peelor w•1 never bored, for JNrs of training hive la~ht.hlm ·1o 
. !s not renewable. Smcelam only g~-
1 
•;:,::;rere when lh• going Pl• tough. Teck up aflOlher aucc:eU for lhe In-
~ ... 10. . . 
mg to have a car on campus for this P , '• :.;. : · . ......... ., . 
Dear Editor, this is a story about Fall Fantasy 
· Sal turned 17 on the right weekend For three hours I paced 'the floor. 
'.~ his parents were out of town. An Should I or shouldn't· 1? If she says 
· empty house is just dying to have a no I'll feel like a fool, but then again 
party held within its walls. lgot an if she says yes, geez what will I do 
· engraved. invitation .. "Hey stupid, then? "You're jumping around like a 
coming to my party?" "Sure Sal, no jack rabbit. What are you on 
problem." I wasl'.l't going to say no. tonight?" my dear brother asked. 
Sal took rejection very hard, .he'd "Never mind, it's none of your 
beat the hell out of me. "Yea there's business," I said, putting him off. "It 
going to be plenty to drink. Oh yea, must be love. Go ahead and call her, 
bring a date." , if you look aMhe phone one more 
.· A "date?" Where was I going to get · time, you'll go blind." ~Call who?'' I 
a date? I on'y knew about three girls, knew he knew, but I didn't want him 
·all of whom could q'1alify for the to know that I knew he knew. "lhad 
Miss World Ugly competition. the same problem. Now call her." 
Besides, I average one date per year. "Alright, J will."· · 
Sal wasn't going to take no for an I was hoping to get a· busy signal,, · 
answer so I had to get iny feet mov- · or maybe·they wouldn't be home -
ing. anything to get out of this. I . was . 
She caught the corner of my eye sweating already. "Hello," c;aine a 
one afternoon. I was half asleep in a raspy voice over the receiver. "Can I 
newspaper staff meeting, but when please talk. to Wendy, please?" 
· you see a girl in an all boys school "Whatta ya want with her?'' Getting 
you wake up. Boy was she good a father on the phone is the worst . 
looking,lookinglostinthedoorway. thing in the world - they all seem 
"Pardon me, where's the stage?"" A . .like they are on the verge of breaking 
. . um . . . a down the hall, hang a your neck for talking to their little 
·right," came my suave response .. babies. "I'm not sure," I shuddered. 
"Thanks." She had one of those ."Alright don't talk all night. You 
American Bandstand voices: "Bette know, when I was a boy ... "~·Daddy 
Sue Saunier.:__ Van Nueys, Califor- please," 1 could hear Wendy's voice , 
nia. I rate this record 80, good beat, on the other end. 
fun to dance to." "Hello," she said with that voice. 
1 had to find out who sh~ was - 1 "Yea, 1 don't know if you remember 
had some pair shaped ideas. If you me but· 1 gave you directions to the 
wanted to know a chick, you went to stage." "Oh yea, Jussel called me. I 
Jussel's black book. He had more wouJd·be glad to go with you to Sal's 
phone numbers than Ma Bell, and a party. See you at severi." What par-
better catalogue than Sears. ty? What date? Hello who are.you? 
~·Hummm, Jet me see," he said page- Jussel had been at it again. "Ok 
ing through "the Book," "ah yes, Wendy, see you at seven. Bye." 
blonde hair,.five feet five and a half, I called up Jussel and asked him 
bllle · eyes;· nice boobs, ·intelligent, . where he came off playing match 
definitely your type, Wendy Moore maker. "Look clown, you would 
432-9989. Give her a buzz." have never done it on your own. 
Besides, I told tieryouhaveacar. "A 
CAR!!! Where all' I going to get a 
car Paul?" "Not my problem kid: 
You want a woman, you gotta have a 
car." · 
Geez, where was 1 going to get a 
car? "On Friday night you want my 
car? Are you high?" My brother was 
a big help. "You got me into his," I 
pleaded. "Please let me borrow the 
VW." "No way! Joan and I are 
heading for . parts unknown. Heck 
you wouldn't know what to do in the 
front seat of a bug anyway. Go ask 
Dad." 
"Dad, can I borrow the car Friday 
night? I have a date.,,. "You have a 
date! Good, mother and I were 
beginning to wonder about you. But 
no, you can't have the car." "Why 
not?'' "I don't want some drunk kid 
playing 'bag alight pole' with my 
Nova." "The car could use some 
body work Dad, let me tag the right 
side." "Where are your friends? 
Can't you double date? You know 
when I was a boy I would take your 
mother out with only 35¢ in my 
pocket." "Well Dad, Jove is free and 
35¢ can buy two cokes," "Do they 
Cherry· rrietamorphizes annual 
By JIM BARTON 
·Newt 81111 Writer 
The 1977-78 Musketeer Yearbook 
has·atready moved into production 
this year, and, according to this 
year's editor,. Maureen Cherry, it 
should be one of the best in recent 
years. This year's theme, tentatively, 
is one of Metamorphosis: the many 
changes that have occurred on 
Xavier's campus this year: Fr. 
Peters' retirement, the newly-opened 
Sports Complex, ;the changing of 
Tucker's to the Musketeer Inn, the 
i:v station, the Theatre, and quite a 
few others'.. 
· Cherry wants this year's Yearbook 
to be more "formalized;" "In past · 
years, the yearbooks were much too 
informal, ... she. Said, ~·1 don't want 
· that." · 
.. -·· 
The 'layout will stress more pic-
uires than writing, and also more· 
pictures in color. One of the biggest 
faults of past yearbooks, according 
to Cherry,c has been exactly that-
pictures: "In some of these year-
books; thee have been practically no 
team pictures,'' she noted, "People 
want ,pictures to· remember things 
they . did ·and p_eople they kriew" 
i'here will also be class pictures of 
underclassmen,· . taken outdoors· 
against ·va.rying backgrounds. The 
company . taking the pictures gave 
the yearbook what Cherry considers 
·a very good deal - 2 working days to 
take . the pictures, which can be 
stretched into four days since the 
photographers would only work half 
a day; and no charge for this service. 
The company wil! also handle the 
seniol picture~ and will make llloney 
Thu~~!'n;;,;;~ ,: t•n 
from selling them. 
A competition for c~ver design, 
()pen . fo. au . students; will 'begin 
November 7. The design must have 
the word 'Musketeer' incorporated 
into the cover, but that is the 'only 
stipulation. Entries must be sub-
mitted by January 4; and the winner 
will be announced during the first 
week of school in February. · 
As an added attraclion, there will 
be a pre-sale program for tw'.l weeks. 
Anyone wishing to buy a yearbook 
pre-sale will receive .a discount of a 
least $LOO, and probably m·ore. 
Finally, Cherry puts out a plea for 
as many students as possible to help. 
At the time of this writing, there are 
no n:iore than, twelve people, in-
cluding Cherry, on the yearbooK 
staff, and only one of those twelve 
has previous experience in working 
on a yearbook. So lack of experience 
should not prevent anyone from 
volunte.ering to help. Anyone 
wishing to work qn this year's year-
book should leave. their name with 




,. HU I'm Fr. Dick Baumann, S.J. 
Across the country w··are finding ln~~eased interest In 
the so'clety of Jesus. among university .students. These 
men a~e finishing college a~d are now conslderin~lJture 
ad~uate to their-Ideals. 
If yoti a~e IO~king, for a ~hallenglng. life of special service 
to peoplt) of.silages, perhaps we should talk. I am. voca-
tion counseior for the 'Chicago provlriC'e .Jesuits.' Maybe 
the Lord is lea~i'ng you our way! 
Write. me at the Jesuit Novitiate, 2599 .Harvard Road, 
Berkeiey, Michigan, 48072, ·.or call collect to 331-· 
·399~9132: I can ·arrange a_visi.t with you wh~n I ~ome to 
Cincinnati. Also, Fr. Ed Schmidt, s . ..i .. of Xavier would be. 
happy te> assist you In whatver way pos~ible . 
teach you that smart mouth at 
school?" I had to be careful - my 
wits were out-witting me. "Please 
Dad," faki~g my very best puppy 
dog face. "Let me have the car Fri-
day." "Alright, cut the neglected 
child look. Just put some gas in it." 
1 had the car, I had the moves, 1. 
was ready to groove, get down 
tonight!!! I was slightly early; and 
was invited in for the family "Let's 
see what he looks like." "And how's 
school?" "Fine sir, just fine." I hate 
that question.- it's like a recording. 
Who cares about school on a Friday 
night? "Would you like something to 
eat?" "No thanks Mrs. Moore, just 
ate." "You must hav,e a cookie." Ok 
lady, just get the plate out of my face. 
Mr. Moore put on his "1'1.1 kill you if 
· you don't" look and commanded, 
"Bring her home at 12, NO 
LATER." Well I guess that aces out 
the motel and all my experimental 
ideas. 
She strutted down the stairs, the 
. picture of teenage beauty: jeans, 
platforms, halter (not halting much) 
and .braces. "Hi, you ready?" Boy ,. 
was I ready! 
"Oh this is a nice car, is it yours?" 
Sure sweetheart, I love my Chevy 
Nova so much that I leave comic 
books, McDonald wrappers, ·and 
cigar butt!i all over it. "Yea it's mine." 
If she wanted to believe it, fine with 
me. 
The party was great - I was in 
rare form. Rare form isa mixture of 
cold beer and stale jokes. She laugh-
ed at all of them, and even zinged in 
several beauties herself. We made so 
much silly small talk, we must have 
appeared three feet tall. It was in-
credible how much we had in com-
mon: I cliched myself into thinking 
that I had .known her all my life. By 
the end of the evening, we were 
predicting each other's jokes. 
The party went fast. Soon the 
witching hour approached and 
Cinderella wouJd turn into a 
pumpkin if I didn't get her home. We 
stayed til the last possible second, 
and then dashed for the car. I pulled 
up into her drive for "the good night 
kiss." "'Well Wendy, did yo~ have a 
good time?'' I asked knowing the 
answer in her eyes. "Gee I sure did, 
how about you?" 
We ambled up the front walk arm 
in arm. At the door she turned to me 
and said, "You know we have so· 
much in common: we like the same: 
things, and dislike the same things, 
We seem so perfectly matched. 
That's why I can't understand why I 
don't like you," She gave me a huge 
kiss and went inside. 
1 walked to the car not understan-
ding what any of that meant, but 
thinking what an interesting 
relationship this may turn .out to be. 
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